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Abstract 

The purpose of this study \vas to conduct a preliminary assessment, in the 

Western Australian context, of the relationship between reading achievement 

scores and time devoted to independent recreational reading, and the extent to 

which gender and socio-economic status, affect this relationship. 

The data pertaining to time spent in independent recreational reading were 

collected by means of a questionnaire. The subjects and their teachers \vere 

trained by the researcher in the procedure to be followed in the questionnaire 

completion. 

The data relating to reading achievement scores were generated through the 

administration of the comprehension sub-test of the Probrressive Achievement 

Test (1973). 

The sample consisted of 65 Year Seven students chosen from three Perth 

metropolitan primal)' schools. The three schools were selected so that each 

socio~economic status level ~high, middle and low was represented. 

Measures of socio~economic status were those derived from Ross, Farish and 

Plunkett (1988) criteria as used by the Western Australian Ministry of 

Education in identifYing schools in the disadvantaged localities ( 1988). 



Pearson's product moment correlation coeflicient was used to assess the 

signiticance of the relationship between reading achievement scores and time 

devoted to independent recreational reading. 

Simple analyses of variance were used to dett:nnine the significance of the 

differences between the means of the independent recreational reading scores 

for boys and girls as well as for low, middle and high socio-economic status 

groups. Likewise. the same procedure was used to determine the significance 

of the differences between thl! means of the reading achievement scores tOr 

boys and girls and for low, middle and high socio-economic groups. 

Arguments based on the hypothetical syllogism were used to infer the 

int1uence of genrler and socio-economic status on the relationship between 

reading achievement scores and time devoted to independent recreational 

reading. 

Reading achievement scores were found to be significantly and positiveiv 

related to time devoted to independent recreational reading. Girls were found 

to have signiticantly higher reading achievem~nt scores and to devote 

significantly more time to independent recreational reading than boys. 

Subjects in the high socio-economic status group were found to have 

signiticantly higher reading achievement scores and to devote significantly 

more time to independent recreational reading than the middle socio-economic 

status group. Similarly, subjects in the middle socio-economic status group 

were found to have signiticantly higher reading achievement scores and to 

ii 



devote signiticantly more time to independent recreational reading than the 

low socio-economic group. 

It was interred that there are important gender and socio-economic status 

dTects in the positive relationship between reading achievement scores and 

time devoted to independent recreational reading. 

On the basis of this study, it was concluded that a much more extensive study, 

into the rl.!!ationship between reading achievement scor~s and time devoted to 

independent recreational reading, using more sophisticated sampling and 

statistical techniques, is warranted in the Wcstcm Austra.lian context. 

iii 
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Chapter One 

Introduction 

There is concern in the general community and in the educational community 

that present levels of reading achievement are inadequate for the demands of 

today's society. Reading, like any other skill requires large amounts of 

practice. Independent Recreational Reading (IRR) is an important source of 

that practice. 

In a rapidly changing society, children are faced with many choices as to hO\v 

they may spend their leisure time. IRR has to compete with watching 

television, playing sport, listening to the radio, social interaction, going to the 

movies and so on. Clearly. these personal and home pursuits occupy time 

which might be spent in IRR. This may have some influence on reading 

achievement. The aim of this study, was to ascertain the nature of the 

relationship between time devoted to IRR and reading achievement scores for a 

sample of Western Australian Year Seven readers. 

The heightened concern about children's reading achievement referred to 

abov1~, has motivated the carrying out of a number of research studies aimed at 

investigating the involvement of factors which may he related to reading 

achievement. Some of these studies have addressed the question of how 

children spend their leisure time out of school and whether this is related to 

reading achievement. IRR is clearly a leisure time activity. In a number of 

overseas studies attempts have been made to discover the relationship bet\vcen 

the time devoted to IRR and reading achievement scor~s. 



Such endeavours to ascertain the nature of the relationship between these two 

variables have produced inconclusive results. That is, both signiticant and 

non-significant relationships between time spent in IRR and reading 

achievement have been found. Results from studies conducted by Greant:y, 

( 1980); Grermcy and Hegarty, ( 1987): Anderson, Wilson and Fielding, ( 1988) 

indicate a posiuve relationship between the variables. HQwever. a recently 

conducted study found that ti rne spent on reading at horne was not rcluted to 

gains in reading achievement !Taylor, Frye and Maruyama. Jl}t)OJ. Some of 

the above rcs~.:archcrs' have ~tlso investigated the invol\·ement of a series of 

personal and home factors in reading achievement and time devoted to IRR. 

Gender and socio-economic status (SESJ have figured among these factors. 

Greaney and Hegarty, ( 1987): Mellon { 1987) and among others, Anderson et 

a!. ( \988), have all investigated the relationships among gender, time devoted 

to IRR and reading achievement. The impact of SES upon these variables has 

also been investigated by other researcht"!rs. These include Greaney, ( 1980): 

Roberts, Bachen, Hornby and Herandez~Ramos, ( 1984 ): Walberg and Tsai. 

( 1985); Greaney and Hegarty ( 1987). 

As far as can be ascertained, no studies investigating the relationship between 

time devoted to IRR and reading achievement scores have been conducted in 

the Western Australian context, and indeed, in the Australian context as this 

study is. This study investigated the relationship between time devoted to IRR 

and reading achievement scores. The extent to which gender and SES had 

impact in this relationship was also examined. The problem and purpose of 

this study are stated below. 



Statement of Problem and Purpose 

The problem of concern in this study is the growing belief in the general 

~ommunity and in the educational community that the rc~1ding achiewmcnt of 

children in primary school is inadequate for the demands of today's society. It 

is also a generally held belief that children arc engaging in Jess and Jess IRR 

which may affect this reading achievement. The purpose of this study was to 

establish reading achievement scores and IRR habits or selected groups of low, 

medium and high SES boys and girls in a sample of Year Seven Western 

Australian children, and to establish the nature of the rdationship among these 

variables. The purpose is ret1ected in the general research question stated 

below. 

Gener.tl Research Question 

What is the relationship betv,:een reading achievement scores. as 

measured by the comprehension sub~test of the Progressive 

Achievement test (PAT), and time devoted to independent 

recreational reading {IRR), in a sample of Year Seven Western 

Australia children"? (The specific questions for this study are outlined 

in detail in Chapter Three). 

Definition of Terms 

Independent Recreational Reading (IRR). Time devoted to 

individual reading of self chosen materials tOr pleasure. 

Leisure Time. Out of school time which is free fOr children to 

participate in their O\Vn chosen activities. 



Leisure Time Activitv. A self-chosen activity engaged in for one's 

o\\'11 satisfaction, pleasure or for one's own sake. 

Progressive Achievement Test CPA T), (1973 ). An Austral ian Council 

For Educational Research (ACER) standardized test providing scores 

on reading achievement of which comprehension is a sub-test. In this 

study, the abbreviation PAT is used to indicate the comprehension sub

test of the Progressi\·c Achievement Test. 

Reading Achievement. Performance on the comprehension sub-test of 

the Progressive Achievement Test. This is also referred to as Reading 

Proficiency and Reading Achievement Scores. 

Socio-Economic Status (SES). For the purpose of this study SES will 

be detennined by geographical location based on the classification by 

Ross, Farish and Plunkett ( 1988) in their paper "Indicators of Socio 

Economic Disadvantages for Australian Schools .. " The indicators were 

constructed on the basis of census data pertaining to occupations, 

ethnicity, education, family characteristics, religion and housing .. TillS 

ensured that the information gatht::red from each school could be 

compared .. 

Significance of the Study 

From an educational poinl or view outlined in the Statement of Problem and 

Purpose, there is a need to discover the nature of the relationship which exists 



between reading achievement and time dt:voted to IRR. This study is 

signiticant in that it focuses on the nature of this relationship among a sample 

of Year Seven children in the Pt!rth metropolitan area. 

Popular claims have lead to the belief that children may prefer to engage in 

leisure activities other than IRR. If these claims are justitied, there may be a 

decline in the amount of time children devote to IRR and, in tum, this reduced 

amount of practice in reading may be related to declining standards in 

children's reading achievement scores. T cachers and parents should be aware 

of any influences which may he affecting children's educational achievement. 

Clearly, rt:!ading proficit:!ncy is involwd in a major way \\/ith educational 

achievement. This study will be significant if it can infonn parents and 

teachers of the relationship which does exist between reading achievement 

scores, and, thus, educational achievement, and the amount of time devoted to 

IRR. 

The tindings of studies already conducted in this area are inconsistent. Thus, it 

is evident that funher studies need to be carried out. This study is signiticant 

in that it provides additional findings \vhich assist in ddining the relationship 

which does exist between reading achievement scores and time spent on !RR. 

As has been pointed out above, a number of studies pertaining to the topic for 

the study outlined here, have been identified, however, none of the researchers 

involved has collected data in Australia. This study is stxcific to Western 

Australian children and is, theretOre, signiticant because it provides results 

specific to that state. 



Limitations of the Studv 

The following limitations apply to the study. 

I. In this study, the claim is made that the 65 Year Seven students who 

participated in the research probably represent a more general Year Seven 

population in Western Australia. Although this may be a valid statement it 

must be conceded that tirm assertions regarding generalisability to a larger 

population must be made with extreme caution. This is due to the 

restricted size of the sample and absence of the random selection of subjects 

upon which genuine representativeness needed to have been based. Because 

of the essentially pilot or preliminary nature of this study, this is not 

considered a damaging limitation. 

2. The study was concerned with data coll~ction from students regarding the 

amount of time they engage in IRR at home. No totally reliable means of 

measuring the students' quality and quantity of rt:ading at home was 

available to the researcher. Collection of these data relied fully on the 

student's ability and willingness to record data honestly and accurately. 

3. There seems to be no direct means or measuring reading achievement. 

Reading is a covert behaviour. What has to be measured is ahvays a 

correlate of the actual process. That is. the results of the PAT may not have 

been a measure of the reading achievement of the subjects in the study. 

4. The study required that classroom teachers be trained to assist in collecting 

data. The reliability of the data are a function of how diligently the teachers 

carried out the data collection. 
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5. This study investigated nine hypotheses. Hypt)theses SA and 58 are, in 

effect, corollaries of Hypothesis 1 to 48. This coroliary status means that 

Hypotheses 5A and 58 were tested by means of logical infaence rather 

than strong statistical inference. Whether logical inference is less desirable 

in an elementary, empirical study such as is reported here, than statistical 

inference, is a moot point. If, in fact. this is a limitation, it is considered 

tolerable because of the essentially preliminary naturt: of the study. 
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Chapter Two 

Literature Reviev.v 

The review of related literature presented below is organised into the following 

sections: 

1. reading achievement and leisure time activities: 

2. the impact of time devoted to IRR on reading achievement 

3. the relationship between gender. IRR and reading achievement: and, 

4. the relationship between socio economic status, IRR and reading 

achievement. 

Reading Achieve•nent and Leisure Time Activities 

Leisure time activities take up a large portion of children's out of school time. 

Modem society offers many different ways of spending leisure time. Watching 

television, attending the movies, engaging in physical activities and games, 

socialising and spectator sports are all leisure time activities availablt: to 

children. Few children confine all their leisure time to any one pursuit 

(Goodman, 1984). 

In the pnst decade there has been an increase in interest in the relationships 

among particular out of school activities and children's reading proficiency 

scores. In recent studies the connection behveen leisure time activities and 

reading achievement has been examined by Anderson, Wilson and Fielding, 

( 1988): Greaney and Hege'1y, 1 1987): Greaney ( 1980), and others. 



Tclc\'ision viewing. Viewing television is dearly one signiticant leisure time 

activity for primary school children. Research in which the relationship 

between television viewing and reading achievement has been investigated, has 

produced inconsistent results. Thus, negative, positive and neutral {neither 

positive nor negative) results have been reported. The studies of Roberts, 

Bachen, Hornby and Hernandez-Ramoz. ( \984): Ritchie, Price and Roberts, 

( 19S7): Anderson eta!. (\988) indit:ate a non-significant relationship benvecn 

time spent viewing television and reading achievement. That ts, these 

researchers concluded that time spent viewing television is not a reliable 

predictor of reading achievement. 

Contrary to the results found by Roberts et a[, ( 1984 ); Ritchie et al, ( 19871 and 

Anderson eta!. ( 1988), positive influences were found by Morg:.1n in 1980 

(cited in Reinking and Wu, 1990). Morgan discovered that students who spend 

more time viewing television when they are vouneer are like!v to rt!ad more as . . ~ . 

they get older. Felter ( 1984) and Neuman (1988) found that television vie\ving 

produced variable ctTects on rending achievement. They concluded that 

moderate levels of television viewing, up to three hours per day, are associated 

with higher reading achievement scores. 

In the study conducted by Felter (1984), it was found that lmv school 

achievement scores were associated with television viewing in excess of six 

hours per day. Similar outcomes \vere fOund in the study conducted by 

Neuman (1988). She concluded that more than four hours of viewing 

television per day produces negative dfects on children's reading scores. 
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Williams, Haertel, Haertel and Walberg's ( 1982) study suggests that television 

viewing and reading achievement scores may have a curvilinear relationship. 

They found that school achievement rises slightly up to approximately ten 

hours a week of viewing television then decreases dramatically and levels off 

as the hours per week of viewing increase. 

Listening to music. Listening to music is also a leisure tune activity in \Vhich 

children engage. ln the study conducted by Anderson et al. ( J9g8). it was 

found that I istcning to music is a very poor predictor of reading proficiency. In 

Greaney's ( 1980) studv. it was found that students did not ent.!at!e in listenint.! to . .. . - - -
radio music for long periods of time. Time spent listening to the radio '\vas 

neither directly nor indirectly related to time devoted to leisure reading" 

(p.354). 

Fnmily outings. hobbies and plav. Apart from VJewmg television and 

listening to the radio, both Anderson et al. ( 1988) and Greanev ( 1987) - . 
investigated various other leisure time activities and the correlation of each 

with reading achievement scores. Greaney ( 1987) found that family outings 

correlate positively with recreational reading. 1-Jo\vever, negative correlations 

were found between recreational reading and play. Both organised and 

unorganised play correlated n~gativcly with reading. Anderson et al. ( 1988) 

found low, positive correlations between reading proficiency and playing 

games or working on a hobby. Thus, Anderson et o.l. concluded that these 

leisure time activities are poor predictors of reading proticiency. 



!.iM·atur~.· Nt!l'iew II 

Jn summary, it can be seen that results from studies concerning the rdationship 

of leisure time activities on reading achievement scores are inconsistent. That 

is, the rcseurch rcvic\vcd indicates that there is not a simple relationship 

between reading achievement scores and the pursuit of leisure time activities. 

One leisure time activity which seems to havt.! some connection with reading 

achievement scores is the amount of time devoted to independent recreational 

reading (JRR). This relationship is discussed in the next section. 

Studies Related to the Impact of Independent Recreational 
Reading (IRR) on Re~ding Achievement 

Evidence from a number of studies indicates that there is not a clear and 

predictable relationship between time devoted to independent recreational 

reading (IRR) and reading achievement scores. Anderson et a!. ( 1988): 

Greaney, (1980); Neuman and Prowda (1982, cited in Sisson 1986); Greaney 

and Hegarty, ( 1987) and Taylor, Frye and Maruyama, ( 1990) all conducted 

studies which examined the relationship between time devoted to IRR nnd 

reading achievement. 

Greaney (1980) investigated the relationship between the amount of time 

devoted to IRR and a number of personal, home and school variables. The 

study took place in Ireland with a sample of920 tifth grade students from Irish 

primary schools. Each student was required to complete a brief questionnaire 

in order to elicit infOrmation regarding personal and home background. The 

subjects were also required to complete diary forms tOr three nominated days 

(Tuesday, Thursday and Sunday) in which they described how they spent their 

leisure time. The diaries were tilled in at school on the tbllowing day. From 

these diaries, Greaney calculated the amount of time spent by the subjects in 
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IRR In addition to the compldion of a questionnaire and diary \vriting, a 

standardised reading attainment test was administered to the subjects. 

Greaney's ( 1980) results indicated that, of the total time devoted to IRR, 62% 

was devoted to tht! reading of books, 31% to the reading of comics and 7% to 

the reading of newspapers. He reported that overall, subjects spent an average 

5A% of their leisure time engaging in IRR. Greaney found that the time 

devoted to recreational book and comic reading was also po5itively related to 

reading attainment. 

Cited in Sisson 1986, Neuman and PrO\vda (1982) found that students who 

engage in recreational reading for significant amounts of time have higher 

reading achievement scores than studerHs who do not. That is, they found that 

time devoted to IRR is positively related to reading achievement. 

Studies indicating the relationship between IRR and reading achievement \vere 

also conducted by Greaney and Hegarty, ( 1987); Anderson et a\. (1988). 

These studies all indicate that IRR is a positive correlate of reading 

achievement. The studies are discussed below. 

Greaney and Hegarty ( 1987) conducted a study which was also designed to 

extend the understanding of the impact of the leisure reading phenomenon on 

reading achievement. They set out to investigate the intcr~rclutionships among 

particular correlates of leisure reading. Among these correlates was reading 

achievement. The study involved u total of 138 fifth-gmdc Dublin students. 

Data pertaining to the amount of time children engaged in recreational reading 
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were collected through the usc of daily diary entries. From the diary entries, 

the data were collated and the amount of time children devoted to IRR was 

calculated. 

Over the four day period from which the data were collected, Greaney and 

Hegarty {1987} tbund that children devoted an average of 125.5 minutes of 

their leisure time to reading. The correlation between time children engaged in 

leisure reading and reading achievement was investigated. A signiticant. 

positive correlation was found. Although no causal connection can be inf~rrcd 

from these correlational data, it is clear that there \Vas strong positive 

relationship between the two variables. 

The relationship bchveen the arnoun~ of time children engage in JRR \Vith 

reading achievement has also been researched by Anderson eta! ( 1988). This 

study involved 155 fifth-grade students in east central Illinois. Seventy girls 

and 85 boys comprised the total sample. In order to collect the required data, 

students wen! taught ho\v to til! in activity sheets. Data pertaining to the out-of .. 

school activities which the children engaged in the previous day, were recorded 

on thes~ sht:ets. From the activity sheets and after a battery of three reading 

tests, Anderson et al. concluded that among variables such as listenm!! to - -
music, watching television, working on a hobby and talking on the telephone. 

time spent reading books is the best predictor of children's reading proficiency. 

They concluded th:H, 

... thl! amount of time a child spends reading books is related to the 

child's reading level in fifth grade and growth in reading proficicn~~Y 

from second to fifth grade. The case can be made that reading books 1s 
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a cause, not merely a ret1cction of reading proficiency (Anderson, eta!. 

1988, p.302). 

A more recent study was that conducted by Taylor, Frye and Maruyama ( 1990). 

This study contradicts the results of the studies revie\vcd above. That is, the 

assertion that the amount of time engaged in recreational reading is positively 

related to gains in reading achievement, was not supported. This study 

indicates that few studies have actually found significant relationships between 

time devoted to lRR and reading gains. Taylor et al. ( 1990), therefore, 

attempted to provide data to indicate whether time devoted to silent reading at 

home or at school, is worthwhile. 

The Taylor ct al. ( 1990) study involved 195 Grade Five and Six students who 

were placed in a reading class according to their ability. There were 11 classes 

in total. Three of the classes formed the above average rertders, six of the 

classes formed the average readers, and two classes constituted the below 

a \'erage readers. 

In order to collect the data, students were required to keep daily reading logs 

from the middle of January until the middle of May. These log sheets were 

completed Monday through to Friday each week. Students tilled in the logs 

each day at the completion of their reading class. Prior to the study, students 

had also participated in an achievement test in which reading comprehension 

was a sub-test. At the end of the study, students complett:d another 

comprehension test. These tests, in conjunction with the logs kept by the 

students, allowed the relationship between reading achievement scores and the 
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amount of time spent reading, I.e., both m school and at home, to be 

inwstigated. 

In order to detennine tht! relationship between reading achievement scores and 

tim!.! spent reading, Taylor et al, analysed these datu using stepwise multiple 

regresston. Results of the $tudy supported the belief that silent reading at 

school is beneficial to children in the intermediate grades. That is, 

improvemt:nts in students' reading achievement were significantlY related to 

time engaged in reading nt school. HO\vevl!r, rl!suhs pertaimng to the 

relationship between time engaged in out-of-school recreational reading and 

reading achievement scores were disappointing. Taylor et ul. ( 1990), indicated 

that a po· 1le explanation for this lack of significant results may be that poor 

teacher scrutiny allowed children to misrepresent the actual time they recorded 

in their diaries as the amount of time they engaged in reading at home. These 

types of difficulties, stemming from doubts in the control method used. suggest 

that further, tightly controlled research must be conducted if definitive answers 

regarding the connection between reading achievement scores and time 

devoted to IRR are to be found. 

Although only a few studies have been carried out pertaining to the 

relationship bet\vcen reading achievement scores and time devoted to IRR, the 

results of the studies are varied. These are summarised in Table 2. I below. 



--------

Table ?.J 

The Relationship between Independent Recreational Reading 

and Reading Achievement 

Authors 
Greaney 
Greaney and Hegarty 
Anderson, Wilson and Fielding 

Taylor, Frye and Maruyama 

!980 
1987 
!988 

1990 

Results 

Found positive relationship 
bet\veen IRR and reading 
achievement. 

lRR not sit.'lliticamly related 
to rt.!ading achievement. 

The table above indicates that the past 1 0 years of research pertaining to the 

relationship bet\veen tim~ devoted to IRR and reading achievement scores 

have not produced consistent results. Clearly, further, carefully controlled 

studies need to be conducted. 

The Relationship between Gender, IRR and Reading 
Achievement 

Past studies conducted on the relationship between time devoted to IRR and 

reading achievement scores have also investigated gender effects. These effects 

are discussed below. 

In a review of literature conducted by Ross and Simone ( 1982), studies from 

the past 30 years indicate varying results concerning the relationship among 

gender, time devoted to IRR and reading achievement scores. Most studies 

indicate that female students engage in more JRR than male students do. Witty 
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( 1961) was among one of the researchers who found that girls read more than 

boys. 

Contrary to this genera[ trend the results of the study conducted by De Bot:r 

( 1958) (cited by Ross and Simone 1982), indicate that the amount of time 

devoted to IRR by boys is the same as that devoted to IRR by girls. 

In Greaney's ( 1980) study in which tht.· relationship between the amount of 

time children engaged in lRR and each of a number of personal, home and 

school variables was investigated, gender was amongst the personal variables 

and proved to be :.t very strong discriminator. The findings of the study 

indicated that girls devote more time to reading book£ and boys devote more 

time to reading comics. 

Greaney and Hegarty (1987) also examined the variable of gender as a 

correlate of time devoted to IRR. Their study showed that female student~ 

engage in more IRR than male students. It is noted that the IRR ret"erred to 

here is the recreational reading of books. Greaney and Hegarty state that the 

more favourable attitudes of fCmale students towards reading was the probabk 

reason why they did engage in more IRR. 

The resuhs of Greaney and Hegarty's work in 1987 strengthened previous 

findings of studies conducted in similar reading and school achievement areas. 

Many of the tindings in these areas support the notion that girls tend to spend 

more time reading books than boys (Witty, 1961; Greaney, 1980: Ross and 

Simone, 1982; Mellon, 1987) and that the amount of time devoted to IRR is 
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significantly correlated with rending achievement. Mellon's ( 1987) findings 

also indicate that girls engage in more IRR than boys. Her study, which 

focussed on the amount of leisure-time reading, was designed to tind out 

whether students did read in their leisure time, which materials teenagers 

enjoyed reading, where they did their reading, and how they obtained their 

reading materials. The findings which were related to gender revealed that 

twice the number of female teenagers engaged in reading during their leisure 

time than did male teenagers. It is clear from Mellon's analysis that not only 

did females engage in more IRR but they also constituted the majority of the 

better readers. Mellon did not examine the connection between IRR and 

reading achievement but the fact that such a relationship did obtain among the 

subjects in her sample is clear from her data. 

The study conducted by Anderson et al. ( 1988), e;.;amined relationships among 

various measures of reading proficiency and their relationship to the time spent 

in activities out of school. The tindings of their study were consistent with 

results from previous research. These revealed dmt girls devoted more time to 

reading than boys did. They also explain how the best predictor of children's 

reading proficiency from the second to the fifth grade was the amount of tim~ 

children engaged in reading books. The tindings of the above studies are 

summarised in Table~.~ below. 
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Table 2.2 

The Relationship between Gender and Independent Recreational 

Reading 

Researcher Is Ye;~r Results 
De Boer 1958 Time reading is approximately the same for 

males and females. 

Witty 1961 Females spend more time reading than 
males. 

Greaney 1980 Females devote more time to reading books. 
Males devote more time to reading comics. 

Ross and Simone 1982 Females spend more time reading than 
males. 

Greaney and Hegarty 1987 Females read more than males. 

Me-' ... n 1987 Females read more than males. 

Anderson, Wilson 1988 Females spend more time reading than 
and Fielding males. 

The Relationship between Socio Economic Status, IRR and 
J!!'ading Achievement 

Some studies, con';::emed with the relationship between time devoted to IRR 

and reading achievement scores. have also investigated the relationship 

between socio-economic (SES) with these two variables. 
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In their study, Long and Henderson (1973) were interested in the amount of 

time students devote to !RR. Over a two week period, students completed time 

records indicating their daily activities. The out-of-school activities recorded 

were placed into seven categories. Reading was among the categories. 

The amount of time students engaged in particular act1vities was calculated 

and related to various school, home and personal factors. SES \Vas one of the 

personal factors. In assessing SES, the occupation of the chief earner in the 

home was considered. Families were placed on a scale ranging from one 

through to seven in \\'hich one represented major professionals and executives 

through to seven which represented people who \vere unskilled or unemployed. 

Long and Henderson's ( 1973} tindings indicated a positive correlation between 

time spent reading and SES. These tindings also suggested that time spent 

reading is associated with higher SES as well as \Vith ability and achievement 

.. 1res. 

Greaney ( 1980) also investigated data on the relationship between time 

devoted to JRR and a number of personal, home and school variables. Among 

the home variables was SES. Greaney found that the relationship of SES with 

time devoted to IRR is positive and significant. 

Greaney ( 1980) concluded that the students who did engage in a signiticant 

amount of IRR, e.g., book reading, were more lik~iy to anend an all girls 

school in a rural area and have a high reading attainment level. He also found 

that the students who did read more books were more likely to come from the 



middle and upper SES levels and from a small family. Students who were 

classed us indifferent independent recreati<mal readers e.g., comic readers, 

were more likely to be male, attend an urban school, have a IO\V reading 

attainment score and come from a family oflow SES. 

Greaney's results are similar to those of Long and Henderson ( 1973), Maxwell 

( 1977) and Whitehead, Capey and Maddrcn ( 1975), (all cited in Grt!aney 1980) 

who noticed that children who did not read very much came from workin2 

class families. Children from familit!s in high SES levels were found to engage 

in more JRR. 

Similar results \Vere also found by Guthrie and Seiten ( 1984) and Himmelweit 

and S\vift (1976). These researchers found that SES and recreational reading 

are positively related {cited in Greaney I 980). TJ~~ findings of these 

investigations suggest that low SES students do little or no JRR. 

Roberts, Bachen, Hornbv, and Hernandez~Ramos ( !98-J) found that different 

predictors operated at different ages. SES was found to be a si!;,Ttliticant positive 

correlate with reading achievement at the third grade le\'el. That is, at the third 

grade level SES did predict reading achievement. However. amongst the sixth 

graders, SES \Vas tOund to have almost no relationship with reading 

achievement. Cited in Roberts et al. { 1984 ), White ( 1982) supports the notion 

that SES differences in IRR are stronger amongst the lower primary aged 

children. 



Walberg and Tsai ( 1985) conducted a study concerned with reading 

achievement and attitudes. Data were collected by the National Assessment of 

Educational Progress (NAEP). Many variables, including SES, were assessed 

in the study. SES wus determined by the parents' level of education. The 

tindings of their study indicate that SES is significantly correlated \\·ith reading 

achievement. 

In contrast to the findings of Walberg and Tsa1 ( 1985). Greaney and Hegarty's 

( 1987) study failed to identify a positive correlation between SES and time 

devoted to IRR. Greaney explains that this may have been due to the restricted 

nature of his sample where 82~-'ri of students belonged to families of 

intermediate, professional and managerial parents, i.e .. high SES. 

From the findings outlined above, it is evident that some inconsistent results 

have been reported. Thus, the need for further research is indicated. The 

findings of studies concerned with time devoted to IRR. SES and reading 

achievement scores are summarised in Table 2.3 below. 
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Table 2.3 

The Relationship between SES, Independent Recreational Reading and 
Reading Achievement. 

Authors Year Results 
Long and Henderson 1972- Positive correlation between time spent 

1973 rt.!nding and SES. 

Himmdweit and 1976 SES and leisure reading are positively 
Swift related. 

Max,vell ~(Cited in 1977 SES is related to IRR. 
Greaney 1980) 

Whitehead. Capey 1975 SES is related to IRR. 
and Maddren- (Cited 
in Greaney 1980) 

Greaney 1980 Significant positive relationship between 
SES and IRR. 

Guthrit! and Seifert 1984 SES and leisure reading are positively 
(Cited in Greaney related. 
1987) 

Roberts, Bachen, 1984 Si,gnificant positive relationship bet\veen 
Hornby and reading achievement and SES. 
Hernandez-Ramos 

Wnlberg and Tsui 1985 Sie,rnificc.nt relationship between SES and 
r::ading achievement. 

Greaney and Hegarty 1987 No correlation found bet\veen SES with 
IRR. 
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Summarv 

From the literature reviewed above, it is clear that varied results were obtained. 

In the studies related to reading achievement and time spent in IRR, the 

majority of th!.! studies reviewed produced findings which indicated that 

reading achievement is positively and significantly related to IRR. While 

many studies indicated a positive relationship between time devoted to IRR 

and reading achievement scores .. (Greaney, !980: Greaney and Hegarty, 1987: 

Anderson et <d. 1988) the most recent study, that conducted by Taylor et al. 

( 1990). produced differem tindings. Taylor et al. did not fmd a sib'T1iftcant 

relationship between time devoted to IRR and reading achievement scores. 

Gender \Vas also a variable which most of the researches considered in their 

studies. The majority of these studies produced consistent results. That is, it 

\Vas found that females devote more time to IRR than males. Hmvever, in the 

study conducted by De Boer ( 1958 ), the tindings indicated that time spent 

reading is approximately the same for males and femal~s. 

SES was also a common variable considered by many of the researchers. i"vtost 

of the studies produced findings which clearly indicated that SES is related to 

the amount of time students engage in IRR. However, the study condul:tr.;d by 

Greaney and Hegarty ( 1987) failed to correlate SES with IRR. 

In conclusion, it is evident that studies concerned with the relationship between 

time devoted to IRR, reading achievement scores, gender and SES, have 

produced inconsistent results. Thus. it is evident that further studies need to be 

carried out. 
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The discrepancies among the studies reviewed above have motivated the study 

which is reported here. Thl! research questions and the hypotheses derived 

from them have been fonnulated in an attempt to eliminate, where possible, 

some of these discrepancies, and to make a preliminary assessment of the 

Western Australian situation. The research questions and hypotheses which 

were investigated in this study 01re st::t out in the next chapter. 
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Th~: primary aim of this study was to examine th~ relationship bct\vccn time 

dt:"voted to lRR and reading achievement scores. Also of interest in the study 

was the cftCct of gender and SES on the time devoted to IRR and the level of 

reading achievement. Thus. the relationship between reading achievement 

scores, time devoted to IRR and gender, and the relationship between reading 

achievement scores, time devoted to IRR and the level of SES can be inferred. 

These points of interest promote nine specific questions of investigation which 

are outlined be!O\\'. 

Specific Research Questions 

I. For the subjects in the sample, what is the relationship between time 

devoted to !RR and reading achievement scores? 

2. For the subjects in the sample, do girls devote more time to IRR than boys'? 

3. For the subjects in the sample, are the girls' reading achievement scores 

higher than the boys? 

4. For the subjects in the sample, do high SES subjects devote more time to 

IRR than middle SES subjects? 



5. Do high SES subjects in the sample score higher in reading achievement 

than middle SES subjects'> 

6. For the subjects in the sample, do the middle SES subjects devote more time 

to IRR than low SES studt.mts? 

7. Do middle SES subjects in the sample score higher in reading achievement 

than low SES su~jects? 

8. What is the intluence of IRR which can be inferred on the relationship 

between reading achievement and time spent in JRR \vhen the sample is 

partitioned on the basis of gender? 

9. What is the intluence of IRR which can be inferred on the relationship 

between reading achievement and time spent in IRR when the sample is 

partitioned on the basis of each of the three levels of SES? 

The inferences referred to in questions eight and nine are based upon the 

findings generated by the investigation of research questions 1 to 9. 

These research questions translate into the hypotheses stated below. 



Statement of Hypotheses 

The Hypotheses of this study are as follO\Vs : 

Hvpothesis 1. There will be a high positive correlation behveen time 

devoted to IRR and reading achievemt:nt scores. 

HvrJOthesis 2A. Th~ m~an number of minutes devoted by girls to IRR 

will be signiticantly higher than the mean number of minutes devoted by 

boys to IRR. 

Hvuothesis 28. The mean of the scores achieved by girls in the 

comprehension sub~test of the PAT will be significantly higher than the 

mean of the scores achieved by boys in the comprehension sub~test of 

the PAT. 

1-Ivpotbesis JA. The mean number of minutes devoted by high SES 

subjects to IRR will bt: significantly higher than the mean number of 

minutes devoted by middle SES and low SES subjects to IRR. 

Hvpothesis 38. The mean of the scores achieved by high SES subjects 

in the comprehension sub-test of the PAT will be signilicantly higher 

than the mean of the scores achieved by middle SES and low SES 

subjects in the comprehension sub-test ofthe PAT. 

Hypothesis 4A. The mean number of minutes devoted by middle SES 

subjects to IRR will be significantly higher than the mean number of 

minutes devoted by low SES subjects to IRR. 
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Hyuothesis 48. The mt:an of the scores achieved by middle SES 

subjects in the comprehension sub-test of the PAT will be signiticantly 

higher than the mean of the scores achieved by low SES subjects in the 

comprehension sub-test of the PAT. 

Hypothesis SA. Time devoted to IRR will have a positive intluence on 

the relationship between reading achievement scores and time devoted 

to IRR when the sample is partitioned on the basis gender. 

Hvpothesis 58. A positive influence of the time devoted to lRR can 

be inferred on the relationship between reading achievement and time 

devoted to IRR when the sample is panitioned on the basis of each of the 

three levels of SES. 

Corollaries to Hvpotheses I to 4B 

The testing of Hypotheses 5A and 58 was contingent upon the findings of 

Hypotheses 1 to 48. Because of this contingent connection, Hypotheses SA 

and 58 are, in effect corollaries to Hypothesis I to 48. This means that the 

power of the tindings generated by the testing of these two hypotheses may be 

somewhat less than tindings produced by the other seven hypotheses. This 

corollary status is a limitation of this study. It is asserted, however, that, since 

this study is essentially pilot and preliminary in nature, this limitation is 

acceptable in investigating the plausibility of conducting a more extensive 

study. Such a study would involve a much larger sample of subjects which 

would permit the application of a more powerful inferential statistical 

procedure such as three way analysis of variance. 



This approach, involving the investigation of the two hypotheses on the basis 

of the tindings of related hypotheses was felt to be justitied on the basis of the 

findings of the studies conducted by Anderson et al. ( 1988); Greaney, ( !980) 

and Greaney and Hegarty, ( 1987). AI I of these studies suggested that the 

amount of time devoted to IRR is positively related to reading achievement. 

The methods used to test these hypotheses are discussed in tht! follo\ving 

chapter. 
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Chapter Four 

Methodology 

The design of the study is outlined in this chapter. The population sample, the 

instruments used to collect data and the data analysis procedures are described 

and discussed. 

The Design of the Studv 

The major aim of this study was to discover whether and to what degree a 

relationship exists between the time devoted to IRR and reading achievement 

scores. Thus, the study \vas essentiall;.r correlational in nature. Subsidiarv 

aims of the study \Vere to assess the significance of gender and SES in the 

amount of time children engage in IRR and in reading achievement. To pennit 

these assessments to be carried out. comparative groups hased on, tirstly. 

gender and secondly, high, middle and low SES, were set up. These groups 

were created using intact classes. 

Subjects 

The students in one Year Seven class from each of three separate schools 

comprised the sample for this study. The schools \Vere selected from areas 

representing high, middle and low SES as detined by Ross, Farish, and 

Plunkett ( 1988). In the study conducted by Ross et al. a mng~ of census data 

was used to indicate the ditTerent socio~economic levels. Inclusive in this data 

\vas information regarding L::thnicity, education, occupations, income, family 

characteristics, housing and religion. 
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The sample was partitioned into high, medium and low SES groups based on 

the categories described by Ross et al. A summary of the number of students in 

the sample used is shown in Table 4.1 

Table4.1 

Subjects used in the Sample 

School Males Females Total 
School 
High SES b'TOUp 10 10 20 

School 2 
Middle SES !,'roup 8 9 17 

School 3 
Low SES t,rroup 16 12 18 

Total 34 31 65 

Target Population 

The full socio-economic spectrum is represented in the sample used in this 

study, thus, it is claimed that the students who participated represent Western 

Australian Year Seven students in general. Therefore, the potential for 

cautious generalisation or the results to a larger population exists. 

Instruments 

Two instruments were used in the study. The first was a questionnaire. The 

review of related literature indicated that a questionnaire is a standard 



procedure used in order to obtain the required duta tOr this type of study. A 

questionnaire, specitically designed by the researcher, tOr the study and 

appropriate for Year Seven primary school children, was administered to the 

subjects. The questionnaire dealt with leisure time activities and detennined 

the amount of time children devoted to them. Students were required to fill in 

the blank spaces to determine how many minutes th..:y engaged in each activity. 

A questionnaire fonn \Vas completed daily for the period of one week. The 

questionnaire \Vas designed to collect sufficient information to allow 

classification and compilation of data pertaining to the time devoted to IRR 

and time devoted to other various leisure time activities. This inclusion of 

other leisure activities provided for all possible responses from the children. 

Thus, this attempted to ensure that the data from the questionnaire were 

reliable because these alternatives avoided the subjects being lead into 

responses they felt \\ .. ere more dl!sirable for the researcher. 

The Progressive Achievement Test (PAT) ( 1973), with Western Australian 

norms, was administered to detennine the students' reading achievement 

scores. This test required the children to read separate passages and anS\\·cr 

related questions. The tests were collected and a key was constructed to mark 

the multiple choice questions accurately. This was all done by the rl.!searcher. 

Data Gathering Procedure 

The Year Seven class from each of the three schools was used. The subjects in 

the sample received a period of training from the researcher on the appropriate 

manner in which to complete the questionnaire. Each classroom teacher '"'·as 

\, 



also trained to assist tht: students in the completion of the questionnaire forms. 

With each teacher's assistance, questionnaire forms were completed daily. 

Students completed the fOrm tOr each school day for one \Vcek indicating the 

amount of time they engaged in each leisure activity on the previous day. Only 

\veek days were used in this preliminary stuJy because of the difliculties of 

having children record data over two days of the weekend. 

The totals for each day \Vere summed for each subject thus providing a total 

number of minutes devoted to IRR fOr the period offive school duys. The PAT 

was then administed to each of the three intact classes. This produced a 

reading achievement score for each child in the sample. 

Fo!Jowing the scoring of the questionnaire and PAT, the sample was 

partitioned on the basis of sex and SES. The procedure used to score the 

questionnaire is explained belmv. 

Scoring of the Questionnaire 

The questionnaires and PATs completed by the subjects were scored by the 

researcher. The scoring took place immediately after the data-gathering 

sess1ons. This procedure ensured maximum consistency in scoring. The 

scoring procedure for the questionnaire required the researcher to add the total 

number of minutes engaged in IRR by each individual child, in each socio

economic level and tOr both genders. 



Data Analysis 

To test th'! validity of Hypothesis I, a Pearson product moment correlation 

was calculated on the amount of time devoted to IRR and reading achievement 

scores for the entire sample. 

Hypotheses 2A through to 48 were examined using Duncan's multiple-range 

test following the division of the sample on the basis of gender and SES. This 

particular analysis of variance test was used becJuse of the unequal cell sizes. 

From the data, this test detem1ines a critical rane.e. The difference of two 

means must exceed this critical range for the difference to be considered 

significant. For example, for Hypoth~sis 2A. a critical range was calculated at 

the 0.05 level of significance. For the hypothesis that girls devoted more time 

to JRR than the boys ln the sample, to be accepted, the difference between the 

time devoted to IRR for girls and boys had to exceed this critical range. 

As discussed in Chapter Three, Hypotheses 5A and 58 were inferential in 

nature. This means that no statistical test of significance was applied to the 

questionnaire and reading achievement data in order to assess the plausibility 

ofHypotheses 5A and 58. 

The data pertinent to these hypotheses was analysed m a way which 1s 

analogous with the hypothetical syllogism. For example 

If Smith is eligible to vote he is a citizen (major premise): 

Smith is eligible to vote (minor premise); 

TherefOre Smith is a citizen (conclusion) (The Macquarie Dictionar:·. 

1981, p. !719). 



In the same way, there will be strong inferential evidence tOr the acceptance or 

rejection of Hypothesis 5A and 58 if it can be shown that the data support or 

do not support the following sort of analysis: 

If for the subjects in the sample, time devoted to IRR is significantly, 

positively related to reading achievement and girls devotc signiticantly 

more time to IRR than boys, and produce significantly higher reading 

achievement scores than boys, then there is a significant gender factor in 

the amount of time devoted to IRR which is Positively related to reading 

achievement scores (major premise)~ 

Girls do devote more time to IRR and produce signiticantly higher 

reading achiev:ment scores than boys (minor premise); 

Therefore, there is a gender factor in time devoted to IRR which is 

positively related to reading achievement scores (conclusion). 

The findings resulting from the above procedures are set out in Chapter Fiw. 
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Chapter Five 

Findings 

As stated in Chapter Four, correlation analysis and analyses of variance tests 

\vere perfonned on the data to obtain the results necessary tbr this study. 

Specifically. the two variables which were used in all analyses were time 

devoted to IRR and reading achievement scores. These results and their 

implications for the hypotheses are dJscussed in this chapter. All results have 

been rounded to t\vo decimal places unless stated otherwise. 

Correlation Analvsis 

A summary of the simple data for the variables indicated above is presented in 

Table 5.1. Table 5.2 summarises the findings from th•.! Pearson product 

moment corn~lation analysis. 

Tabid. I 

Simple Data for IRR and Reading Achievement Scores. 

Variable N 

IRR 65 

Read. Ach. Scores 65 

Me>m Std. Dev. 

120.68 (mins.) 77.21 

28.12(rawscore) 14.96 

From the table above, it is evident that the sample devoted an average of 

120.68 minutes to IRR \vith a standard deviation of 77.2.1. This relatively large 

standard deviation indicates a wide spread of IRR scores. In Jllct, the tim~ 



devoted to IRR by the subjects in the sample ranged from zero minutes to five 

and one quarter hours in the five day period. 

Table 5.2 

Correlation Analysis for IRR and Reading Achievement Scores. 

lRR 

Read. Ach. Scores r= 0.96609 (5 decimal places) 

p ~ 0.0001015 decimal places I 

The relationship bet,veen the time devoted to rRR and reading achievement 

scores proved to be significant. Specifically, the coefficient of0.96609 for the 

correlation analysis proved to be extremely high. Thus, the times devoted to 

JRR by the subjects in the sample were directly proportional to the scores 

achieved in the PAT. Hypothesis I, therefOre, is supported. 

ANOVA Tests 

The findings of Duncan's multiple range test for the time devoted to IRR tbr 

girls and boys are summarised in Table 5.3 



Table 5.3 

Duncan's Multiple Range Test tOr IRR bv Gender. 

Gender N 

Girls 31 

Boys 

Mean (mins.) 

154.52 

89.82 

Difference in 
the means 

64.70 

Findings 39 

Critical Range 

35.0~ 

(p~O.OOC5- 4 d.p.) 

With the difference between the means for the time devoted to IRR for girls 

and boys exceeding the critical range, the analysis of variance test indicates a 

significant difference in these mt!ans, ( alpha = 0.05, df = 63 ). From these 

means, it was evident that girls devoted significantly more time to IRR than 

boys and, therefore, Hypotht!sis 2A is supported. 

The findings of Duncan's multiple range test for the scores achieved by girls 

and boys on the comprehension sub~test of the PAT are summarised in Table 

5.4. 

Table 5.4 

Duncan's Multiple Range Test for Comprehension Scores b\' Gender. 

Difference in 
Gender N Mean Score the Means Critical Ranue 

Girls 31 33.3.2 

9.94 7.06 

Boys 34 23.38 {p~0.0065- 4 d.p.) 
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With the difference between the means of the comprehension scores achieved 

by girls and boys exceeding the critical range, the analysis of variance test 

indicates a significant difference in these means, ( alpha = 0.05. df = 63 ). 

From these means, it was evident that girls achieved higher reading 

achievement scores than boys. therefore, Hypothesis 28 is supported. 

Table 5.5 summarises the findings of Duncan's multiple range test for the time 

devoted to IRR for each SES. 



Table 5.5 

Duncan's Multiple Ranee Test for I RR bv SES. 

SES N 

High 10 

Middle 17 

Low 28 

Mean (mins.) 

178.05 

138.18 

69.07 

Difference in 
the means 

39.87 

69.11 

Findings 41 

Critical Ranoe 

38.31 

40.::!8 

(p=O 000\-4 d.p.) 

The difference betw·een the means for the time devoted to IRR for high SES 

and middle SES, and, middle SES and low SES both exceeding the critical 

ranges, the analysis of variance test indicates a significant difference in these 

means, (alpha= 0.05, df= 62 ). Hypothesis 3A was designed to examine the 

difference bet\veen the means of time devoted to IRR for subjects from high 

SES and middle SES. This ditTerence proved to be significant and positive. 

therefore, these data provides support for Hypothesis 3A 

Hypothesis 4A was designed to examine the difference behve..:n the means of 

time devoted to JRR for the subjects trom the middle and 10\v SES groups. 

These data show that subjects from the middle SES group engaged in 

significantly more JRR than subjects from the low SES group, Hypothesis 4A, 

thus, is supported. 
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Table 5.6 summarises the findings of Duncan's multiple range test tOr the 

scores achieved in the comprehension sub-test of the PAT by the subjects from 

each SES group. 

Table 5.6 

Duncan's Multiple Ran!!e Test for Comprehension Scores bv SES. 

Difference in 
SES :\ Mean Scol'es the means Critical Range 

High 20 39.75 

7.46 7.07 

Middle 17 31.29 

15.00 7.43 

Low 28 17.29 (p=O.OOO I -4 d.p. I 

With the difference between the means of the comprehension scores achieved 

by the subjects of the high SES and middle SES, and, middle SES and low SES 

both exceeding the critical ranges. the analysis of variance test indicates a 

significant difference in these means, ( alpha= 0.05, df = 6.2 ). Hypothesis 38 

\vas designt:d to examine the difference between the means of comprehension 

scores achieved for subjects from high SES and middle SES b'foups. This 

difference proved to be significant and positive, therefore. these data provide 

support for Hypothesis 38. 

Hypothesis 4B was designed to examine the ditference between the means of 

comprehension scores achieved for the subjects from the middle and the IO\v 
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SES groups. These data show that subjects from the middle SES group 

engaged in significantly more !RR than subjects from the low SES ,b'TOup, 

Hypothesis 48, thus, is supported. 

Following the syllogistic analysis set out in Chapter Four, the findings deriving 

from Hypotheses 1, 2A and 28 can be used to support tiypothesis 5A. That JS, 

it can be inferred that there is a significant gender factor in the time devoted to 

IRR which is positively related to reading achievement scores. 

Again, following the same syllogistic analysis, the tindings deriving 

Hypotheses 1, 3A, 4A, 38 and 48 can be used to infer .support for Hypothesis 

58. That is, it can be inferred that there is a si!_,rnificant SES factor in time 

spent in IRR \vhich is positively related to reading achievement scores. 

The above findings are discussed in Chapter Six. 
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Chapter Six 

Discussion of Findings 

This study v.,ras concerned with the relationship between the amount of time 

devoted to independent recreational reading (fRR) and reading achievement 

scores. It was carried out v.:ith Year Seven students, the tina! year of primary 

school in Western Australia. At this stage children are completing their 

primary education and the fonnal teaching of reading skills cease. Students at 

this age (II to 11 years) are expected to participate in a substantial amount of 

reading for enjoyment both at home and at school. 

The findings of this study indicate that students do engage in IRR at home. 

hO\vever, the amount of time students devote to IRR varies between genders 

and levels of SES. After statistical analysis of the data. it was found that this 

Western Australian study supports the widely held belief that IRR is positively 

and significantly related to levels of reading achievement. Thus, it is probable 

that time spent in IRR is related to a student's reading achievement. 

Also of interest in the study were the etTects of gender and levels of SES in 

time devoted to IRR and reading achievement scores. From the tindings, it \vas 

shown that both gender and levels of SES are etlicient predictors of the time 

devoted to IRR and reading achievement. In view of these findings and 

because it has already been shown that time spent in IRR is positively and 

significantly related to reading achievement scores, it can be logically interred 

that there are important gender and SES influences in IRR scores and their 

relationship with reading achievement. 



In the case of gender, the study indicated that girls devoted more time to IRR 

than boys. This finding is supported by researchers Witty, ( 1961 ): Greaney, 

(1980); Ross and Simone, (1982); Greaney and Hegarty, (1987); Mellon, 

( 1987); Anderson et al. (I 988). Females also produced higher reading 

achievement scores. Possible explanations for the tinding that females engage 

in more IRR and have higher reading achievement scores than males are 

outlined below. 

1. Females may be more interested in the indoor activities available to them 

than males. This could be a cultural effect in that the females engage tn 

a('.ti vi'ties in the home rather than engage in outdoor activities. 

2. If it can he argued that interest in and the amount of time devoted to IRR 

increase with maturit\ ".:males maturity rate may intlJ:~nce the greater 

amount of time they devote to IRR. That is, it could be argut":d that as 

females mature earlit":r than males they may become interested in reading 

earlier than males do. This interest may int1uence them to devote more time 

to IRR 

SES \vas the other variable considered in the study. It proved to be a reliable 

predictor of reading achievement scores. The study found that high SES 

subjects read more than, and performed better in the reading achievement tl.!st 

than subjects from middle SES, and subjects in middle SES read more than, 

and performed bl.!ttcr in the rt":ading achievement test than subjects in the low 

SES. In summary, it is evident that students who come from higher socio-
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economic levels engage in more lRR and that this is strongly related to reading 

achievement scores. 

Various reasons which may help to explain the eftects of SES on reading 

achievement and on the amount of time students devote to /RR are discussed 

below. 

1. Because SES, as used in this study, is to some degree based on the chief 

home earner's income, it is t!vident that the high SES families are able to 

afford more reading materials to suit their children's needs than middle and 

low SES families. Likewise, middle SES families are able to afford more 

reading materials than families of low SES. If this potential to purchase 

more reading materials is converted into an increased availability of 

interesting reading materials, this may significantly influence the amount 

of time children devote to IRR. 

2. It has been pointed out that children learn by imitating signiticant others 

(Sloan and Latham. 1981 ). It could be an:wed that students from the higher . - -
socio-economic levels have more role models whom they can imitate. That 

is. their parents are likely to engage 1n IRR at home. These parents are. 

thus, acting as significant role models for their children who may be 

inclined to pick up a reading book in order to model the behaviour of their 

parents. 
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J. Students from higher socio-economic levels may have the opportunity to 

engage in regular library visits which in turn may motivate them to engage 

in more leisure type reading. 

4. The value placed on reading may be higher in parents from higher socio

economic levels than in those of lower socio-economic levels. That is, the~' 

may hold reading in high esteem and, thus, would provide opportunities for 

their children to engage in IRR. In addition, higher SES families may 

pressure their children to achieve, and extensive JRR may be a perceived as 

a way of assisting in this. 

5. A more positive educational home environment may be created in families 

of high SES. This positive, supportive environment may encourage the 

children to engage in reading at home. 

The results of this study provide Western Australian support for prev1ous 

research conducted in this area, overseas. Howeve1, it is evident that some 

aspects of this study may warrant further examination. These aspects \viii be 

discussed in the chapter which follows. 
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Chapter Seven 

Conclusion 

On the basis of the data presented in Chapter Five and discussed in Chapter 

Six. it is evident that time devoted to independent recreational reading (JRR) is 

positively and significantly rdated to reading achievement It is also evident 

that the time devoted to IRR and reading achievement scores are influenced bv 

a number of other variables. Gender and SES were the specific variables 

examined in this preliminary piece of research. The findings of this study 

produced strong, inferential evidence that the positive involvements of gender 

and SES in time devoted to IRR are influencing factors in reading achievement 

scores. 

Limitations of the Interpretations Placed upon the Findings 

The Sample. In Chapter Four it was stated that three separate Year Seven 

classes. one from each SES level would comprise the sample for the study. 

Such a sample did participate in the study. However the sample totalled 65 

subjects only. This small sample size, therefore, limits the genera/isability of 

the tindings to a wider population of Year Seven Western Australian students. 

SocioEconomic Status and the Sample. Although the criteria set out in the 

study by Ross, Farish and Plunkett ( 1988) were used to identify the schools 

from which the three participating classes were chosen, it cannot be claimed 

that each socio-economic level was necessarily, exclusively found in the class 
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nominated to represent that lew! of SES. That is, although the school may be 

classified as a high, middle or low SES school, the individual students which 

comprise the classes may represent a different mix of SES. This possibility is 

exacerbated by the small sample which was used in the study. Although 

gcnera\isability was claimed in Chapter Four, extensive generalismion would 

not be prudent without the same sort of findings being generated from a much 

larger and clearly more representative sample. 

The Questionnaire. In Chapter Four the questionnaire used to colk:ct the data 

for this study was described. Although this questionnaire was designed to 

collect sufficient information to allow the classification and compilation of 

data pertaining to the time devoted to IRR, it cannot be asserted that the 

students \VI10 comprised the sample accurately recorded the precise amount of 

time devoted to IRR. 

As was pointed out in the introduction to this study, the research reponed here 

was conducted as a preliminary and pilot undertaking to establish whether 

overseas findings are replicated here, thus JUStifYing a more ambitious study. 

[n order to carry out such a preliminary study, it was appropriate to inwstigatt.! 

only a small number of subjects. As previously pointed out. this small number 

of subjects precluded the use of more appropriate and more powerful statistical 

procedures. The fact of the constrained sample and the resultant use of less 

powerful techniques of analysis should be seen as a limitation on the 

interpretation placed on the tindings of the study. 
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In order to overcome the limitations discussed abow, it is evident that further 

tightly controlleci research should be undertaken. Suggestions for this further 

research are outlined below. 

Further Research 

The discussion above challenges the value of the sample selection and size as 

\Veil as the questionnaire. It is asserted that a larger sample in which students 

are chosen on the basis of individual family census data would comprise a 

more representative sample. The method of selecting indiddual students on 

the basis of census data would ensure that each child \vould faithfully represent 

the correct SES level to which he/she had been assigned. 

fn further studies, more tightly controlled data collection should take place in 

order to ensure students accurately represent the amount of time devoted to 

JRR. This could be done through the use of diary entries. That is, students 

would be required to complete daily diary entries tilling in each activity in 

which they engage. To ensure objective data are collected it must be noted the 

students should not be infOrmed to the nature of the study. 

In addition, further research could also investigate \vhy it is that some children 

do not devote much of their leisure time to IRR. If such an investigation were 

to take place, measures could then be taken to combat the reasons behind low 

levels of IRR and action could be taken to increase time devoted to IRR, and. 

in turn, increase the children's reading achievement levels. 
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Implications of the Studv 

In spite of the limitations discussed in this chaptc:r, it is clear from the tindings 

of this study that children who devote more time to IRR do perform better in 

reading achievement levels. Thus, it can be stated that students who do not 

perform \Veil in reading could have their perfonnance significantly enhanced 

by teachers and parents \vho are prepared to assist children in devoting more 

time to IRR. 

Measures both at home and at school could be taken to instil in low reading 

achievers, a desire to read for pleasure. To assist the children's desire to read at 

home, more interesting materials could be made available to them. They could 

also be introduced to public libraries ar:d book swapping centres where 

children swap, with their peers, books they have read and enjoyed. 

At this stage in the childr~n·s lives, where they are preparing to enter secondary 

school, it is vital that their reading achievement levels are adequate for meeting 

the demands of higher level schooling. It can be argued from the findings of 

this study that these better reading levels are more likely to be achieved if 

children devote more time to lRR. That is, !RR needs to become a more 

popular leisure time activity. 
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Appendices 



Appendix A 
Comprehension Sub-Test of the PAT (A) 

PART 
6 

Many years :1go in New Zealand the wcka was the 
constant cOIJlj,.mion of explorers and bushmen, 
because it W<ls so imcrcstcd in Llu:ir tents and 
what they contained. Small objects would vanish 
if left where the wda's sharp eyes could sec them. 

They arc not so plcmiful now but it will be an 
unhappy day for the other native birds if ever 

the wcka disappears. It is the policeman of the 
forest, waging war on rats and mice which rob 
the nests of small birds. By ni~ht the web 
roams the forest and the sand dunes, the scrub, 
the gorse and the swamplands in its endless 
search for food. It eats almost anything. Insects, 
eggs of ground-nesting birds, small fish in 
shallm_., water, young rabbits and smal! fruits 
are all snapped up by the hungry bird. 

The weka docs not use its wings for nying. 
but holds them outstretched ·when it runs. It is 
a large bird, coloured brown With mottled bl:1ck 
markings and has a shrill cry, often heard at 
night. It lays four white purple-spotted eggs in 
a nest usually built near a conveniem supply of 
food. 
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36 Where does the wcka look for food? 
A amongst the sand-hills 
B ncar the sw:nnps 
C in the bush 
D amongst the scrub and g-orse 
E in all these places 

37 Wh!.'IT does the story tell us the nest is built: 
A when.: food is casil)· found 
8 high up in a tall tree 
C in swampy land 
D close to the ground 
E ncar the nests of other birds 

38 Explorers oft ell lost little thing.~ because 
A they left their tents open. 

39 

8 they had to shift camp <l lot. 
C the web.~ stole them. 
D rats and mice took them. 
E they had to carry so 1nuch. 

'Where were early explorers 
sec the '~-cka? 

A along the bush tracks 
B around their camps 

c near the swamps 
D close to its nest 

E among the sand dunes 

most likely {0 

40 In ·which of these bonks shmtld rou look 
first to re:~.d about the web? 
A "Common i\'cw Zealand Birch" 
8 "Birds ol' the Sea-Shore" 
C "Exploring i\'c,~· Zc;d:~.nd" 
D "Fiiglulcss Birds of Nc\\' i'.c:1bnd" 
E "A ;\lodcrn Encyclopedia" 

P~RT • 

OTH FR PARTS C::O 01\1 



PART 
7 

China-merry l::tnd of fireworks! ~forning and 
night the joyful noise of lirc:works is heard-at 
weddings and at funerals. Happy indeed is the 
thought that the Chinese people nc\'cr, in early 
times, found it in their hearts to usc the gun
powder, which they disco\'crcd, to kill other 
people. 

The beginnings of gay liulc firecrackers are 
not clear. In ancient times, the people of China 
believed in small wicked demon.<; called the 
chanshao, which were said to be able to change 
into a human shape at- \\"ill. and. when they 
attacked a man, he was laid \0\1' \\'ith fits of fe1·cr 
and cold. So there arose the popular practice of 
crackling bamboos in the !ire to driYc ottt the 
little demons. You may bc!ic1·e that the· noise of 
exploding bamboos is much the same as that of 
ti.re\\·orks, and loud enough to frighten away 
demons. :\'ow, with the discoYery of gun-powder 
by Chinese alchemists, the first firework "·as 
in\·ented. 

Dming the rule of the Emperor Sun (:1bout 
the eleventh century A.D.) a man named Li 
T'ien thought of the idea of using the report of 
exploding gun-powder instead of the crackling 
bamboo. Said the man to himself. "If I can make 
a report ten times. nay a hundred times. louder 
than the sound of exploding bamboo, that will 
surely send the little demons fleeing to the world's 
end." He cardully rolled some paper !!round a 
small quantity of the magic new powder. The 
two ends he tied tightly with strings, and at one 
end he fixed a little fuse. This he lighted. and lo, 
there W!IS a great bang. 

The binh of the world's !irsi firework! 

Page 12 
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41 'Vho in\'cnted fireworks? 
A Li T'ien 
B the Emperor Sun 
C Chanshao 
D Chi11cse :tlchcmists 
E The story docs not say. 

42 The ancient Chinese used fireworks to 
A kill people. 
B dri\·e off demons. 
C celebrate "·cddings and funerals. 
D frighten enemies. 
E explode bamboo. 

43 Fireworks were used instead of bamboo 
because Lhey were 
A louder. 
B easier to obtain. 
C more fun. 
D a new disco\'ery. 
E more colourful. 

44 The author probably wrote this story to 
A praise the Chinese people. 
8 describe ancient Chinese customs. 
C show how fire,\·orks are better than 

bamboo. 
D tell the reader how to make fireworks. 
E describe the im·cntion of fireworks. 

45 The best name for this story would be 
A "\lcrry Land of Fireworks". 
B ".-\Chinese InYcntion''. 
C "The First Fireworks". 
D "The .-\ncient Chinese". 
E "The Uses of Gun-powder". 

GO ON TO NEXT PAGE 



White-Wing~ wa~ circling- slowly five hundred 
metres ~il>ove the SC<I off the mast or Chile. Al
though ru~t a large eagle, he had very broad wing.~. 
Most of his plumage was brown, but his win).\"s 
and his shorl tail were thickly flecked with while. 

High abo\'e White-Wings, hidden among rolling 
storm-douds, were two great white Arctic g-tdls. 
With their long hawk-like wings ~md curved beaks, 
they looked more like ghostly birds of prey than 
gulls. They had migrated from the Canadian Arc
tic region to spend the summer on the island of 
Tierra del Fuego. They looked on all the land and 
sea for hundreds of kilometre.~ about the island as 
their territory. 

Below \Vhite-Wings and the gulls the sc;t 'ns 
dark, because the storm.clouds were hiding the 
sun. Suddenly, however, the clouds p!!rted and 
the sea below was flooded with light. At once 
White-Wings closed his wings and dropped like a 
thund.erbolt down the sky. 

Rippling the surface of rhe sunlit sea below was a 
large school of fish. White-Wings whistled down on 

them; a bare five metres above them, he spread his 
wings and thrust out his mlons. His downw:lrd 
speed was checked; but, even so, he hit the water 
with explosive force. 

The frightened fish darted ~m·ay in ;11! direc· 
tions to escape the da11ger that threatened them: 
but one was doomed, for, when \\'hiu:.\\'ing~ 

rose from the fo';.lming water, a large sih·er fish wa~ 
,s-ripped firmly in his poKcrful t;J]nns. 

Spreading his wings, White·\Vings Oe\r slowly 
across the sea towards the distant co:-L~t. Rehind 
him, the great white gulls had descended to the 
sea, but the fish had dispersed far and wide. 
Rising again, the gulls slmdy followed \\'hite
\Vings. 

Before long, high cliffs loomed ahea_d of White
Wings. The sea boomed and broke a~;;rinst the 
base of the cliffs, but the upper re;Khcs tmn:rcd 
hundreds of metres ;.tllOve the wa\"es. 

Whitc·\Vings Aew dose to the clilT. then rook 
ach-antagc of strong up-drafts which lifted him 
swiftly towards a C;l\'e hig-h in the clilT\ f:tce. A~ 
he rOSC, he Uttered a harsh Cr)' \1·hich \l':lS 

answered immediately by his mate in the cave. 
Page JJ 
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46 Of the following cn:rm, ,,·Jtich ncr.urrcd 
third? 
A The !ish darted away. 
B \\'hite-\\'ing~ din:d. 
C The cloud.~ parted. 
D White·\Vin~s !lew tm1·ards the co:r.~t. 
E The g-ull.~ f!et~· dmn1 to the sea. 

47 Wiry did \\'hitc·Witrg.'i fly ncar the cliff-face? 
A tO hide front the ro!lmring· gulls 
8 to amid the strong ,,·ind~ 
c 10 lnnk i"nr schnn!s nr !ish 
D tn :n·oid the rotrg·h .~cas 
E to rn:tkc usc of the \\·ind nrrretHs 

48 In llu: fifth p:rra~r:q>h. dr111ger rdcr~ tn 
A the rough seas. 
8 ttn cxplosi,·e force. 
C the Arctic: gulls. 
0 the ~ca-cag!c. 
E a thunderbolt. 

49 J-Im\· did \\'hire·\\'ittg~ catch the fish~ 

A He stunned it. 
8 Heuscdhisbcak. 
C He used his claws. 
0 He hit it with c~plosi,·c force. 
E He dived on it. 

50 \\'hite·\\'inp;\ probably did not cat the !ish 
illii11Cdi:ttely bcCIU.'ie 
A he wa.~ ;Jfr:1id the g-ulls \\"Otdd t:tkc it 

frorn him. 
8 he was t:Jkirrg it to hi-.; f:tmil~·. 
C he \l':ttltcd to c;\1 it on the beach. 
D he was frightened nf drnppirt~ it. 
E the !ish \\·as too large. 

P~RT. 
OTHER PARTS GO ON 



PART 
8 

Mutton-birding is one of the oldest industries 
in New Zealand. It is today, as it has alw;l)'S 
been, purely a i\[aori industry, for the law 
allows only ;\[aoris and their families to take the 
mutr.on-birds. And only i\faoris may land any 
time they wish on the lonely bush-clad islands 
known as the Titi, or .\lutton-Bird Islands, which 
lie off the coast of Stewart Island. Here the 
mutton-birds m;~kc their nests and rear their 
young ye;~r after year. and here the ,\f;roris com<: 
to take the plump youn~ bmls when the muttorr
birding se:J.son opens in .-\prit. 

Long bdore the sc;rson beg-in.~. 1hc .\boris 
col!ect bundles of kelp from the sea-shore to 
make into bags for holding the mutton-birds. 
They gather only the best kelp !c:1\·cs. slice off 
the tops, and slit open the kelp by ptt.~hing their 
hands.insidc and working down ri!l the kelp is 
hollow. They then blow up these hollow sections 
of kelp. which look just like huge, slirny, brown 
b:dloons, tie thern and hang them out in the sun· 
light to dry. 

\\'hen the ~faoris decide that the Lags arc dry 
enough they allow the air to escape, turn out the 
necks of the bags. and finally roll thcrn. tic thcrn 
and duow them into a sack. So hard do these 
bags become after this treatment that, before 
they can be used. they ha1·e to be dipped in hot 
\\'ater to make them pliable again. Small holes 
in the keJp.bags arc mended in the old ~faori 

fashion . .-\ pebble or a shell co,·ercd ll'ith cloth 
is placed inside the bag. fanning a knob which is 
firmly tied, m:1king the bag air.right. 

Then the mutton·birder must go to the bush 
in search of bark for the cnn:ring Of his hunting 
kit. He also gathers fbx and ti'C<tl'eS it into a neat 
bag. which he later fits m·er the lower pan of the 
keJp.bag when it is packed with the cured birds. 
The fini.~hed mutton-bird kir, made from kelp, 
bark and flax, is a work of art. 
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51 When do the i\faoris collect mullan-birds? 
A during the autunm mornhs 
B all the yc;1r round 
C during the spring months 
D long before the season begins 
E The \\'ritcr docs not say. 

52 Why do the ;\boris risir the Titi Islands in 
April? 
A to col !eel kelp for multon·bird bags 
B to collect flax for \\'Ca\'ing 
C to obser\'c the nesting habits of the 

mutton·birds 
D to scJrch for young mutton·birds 
E to gather bark for co\·cring kelp· bags 

53 \\'hat is the last thing done to the kelp-bag' 
A It is 1nade air-tight. 
8 It is soaked in hot water. 
C It is rolled up and tied. 
D It is co1·cred with bark. 

E Its end is corered \l'ith a flax-bag. 

54 The author gi,·es least information about 
A the materials the kelp·bag is made of. 
8 the trouble taken to make a kelp-bag. 
C how the :\faoris judge when the kelp JS 

dry enough. 
D how the :\[aoris prepare the kelp for 

drying. 
E how the kelp·bag is finished before being 

used. 

55 \Vhat is the most Important reason for biO\\'· 
ing up rhe hollow pieces of kelp? 
A 10 make them hard 
8 to enable thern to dry readily 
C to enable the ends to be tied 
D to make mending any holes easier 
E to fit flax. bags over the ends 

56 The main purpose of the second p;1ra· 
gr<tph is to tell you 
A where and \1·bcn the :\faoris g:llher kelp. 
8 what the bags arc made of. 
C how the kelp is prepared. 
D how the b<tgs arc dried. 
E how long it to1kt:s to make kelp-bags. 



On the twenty-first day of June, every year. JllaJI}' 

\'isitors flock to Stonl'lH.:rlgc in Engl<llld to watch 
a peculiar occurn:J~<:e. They go to w;Hch the .~un 

rise cX<Jctly over the centre of one of a !:1r~t: 

group of stones ;Jrrotllt{t:c! in :1 crude cirde. Thi.~ 
monument was built at SWJJt:hcJwe a n.:n Inn!! ,.., ' " 
time ago b}' nH.:Il who worshipped the .'\un. 1L 
is bclicnxl that the Stonehenge monunu.:nt and 
many similar ones found in diHcrc1ll pan.~ of 

England served as pbccs of ,,·orship. ~~·here people 
went at certain tirm.:s of the year to 11·atch the 

risi11g sun. Some belic\·c th:1t these strunun:s 

were also used in making obsctT:ltioJJs for the 
calendar. Others S<l}' that sun-worship 'ns 
brought into England from Egypt. 

The Greeks. too, 1n>rshipped the .~un a.~ :1 god. 
They wondered \\"here the sun disappe<~rcd 

during the night. :\.larrel!ous stories were in· 
\"cnted to explain wh<~t happened when the sun 

was not \'isib!e. According to one story, the sun 
disappeared through a large gate in the sky 
leading to a ca\·e. ln the ca\·c, the sun battled 

dragons and other large beasts. Sunrise occurred 
when he came out of the care Yictorious. In 

other stories the sun was c<1lled .-\pollo. <I god \d\0 

dro\·e a golden chariot across the he:I\"CilS. These 

ancient people lll;Jcic g-ift offering.~ to the sun. 
The Incas of Peru built grc:n sun temples \\"ith 

walls of pure gold and monuments sct \\·ith 
precious stones. The e:tst doors or <hcsc temples 
were open at cbwn and the sunlig·ln fell h·id1 
cbzzling reAections on the gold allCI je\n.·!s. Tt is 

not difficult to sec why this inq>ressin:- si~ht 

influenced the minds of the people \1"110 li,·ed in 
those days. Some of them c\"CJl im:1~ined they 
could see the sun-god himself. 
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57 Which of the fnl!mring statements about the 
.11DIIl'flt:llgtc lllOII!IItll'lll is false? 

58 

A lt.~ .~tones 01n: ]Jbccd i11 a ring. 
8 Thl'rc \\"L'I"c orhn.~ like it i11 England. 
C ft \\";1.~ builJ !J)" ;!llCil'llt SLIIHHJI".~hippcrs. 
D The .~un ;d\\"a)"S nscs orcr the CCII!rc 

stone. 
E I I " belicn·d to h:n·c Uccn or help II\ 

maki11g ' calL'Il(br. 

In the C rce k Sl 01"\" described here. holl" did 
the sun ~pc11d the 11igl11:· 
A It dro\"tc :t golden ch;niot across the 

llC:l\"l'IIS. 
8 It rellll"lll'd to i1s luxuriot1~ ~till tellljllc. 
C It COtllllcd the g·ifts it had recr:in:d. 
D It nffncd gift.~ to the other gods. 
E It fnught ;lgaitlst strange animals. 

59 \\'h:· did the .~un-g-od SL'crn ,·cry real to m:~ny 

or rhc Jnc:l.'i~ 

A They knew of no other gods. 
8 They often s:nr him in the temple. 
C They t\·cre inspired br the ,·astness of 

his temple. 
D Ther \\"ere imprcs:.cd by the po1n:r of 

his r:lYs. 
E They \":llucd gold and jewels s0 hig-hly. 

60 The :wliHlr prob:dJI\" bclic\"L'S 1h:11 

61 

A people should not \\·or.\hip the sun. 
8 it i~ intL'I"t:Siillfi to sJucl~· :lllrient belief'\. 
C the :111cie1H people \\·ere fnoli::.h :111d 

ignorant. 
D :tll pcnplc~ h:n·c wonhippt•d the sun :n 

SOIIIC time. 
E CXJll'llSl\·c gifts \\·ere \\";lstcd on the 

sun-go(l. 

\\'h:1t is thi.~ p:1.~sagc mainly about? 

A 
B 
c 
D 
E 

Stonche1wc ,, 
;1ncicnt SUII·WOrshipjlCI"S 
diJfcrcnt kind~ or Still tel!lples 
the strang-l' beliefs of ::JIH.:icnt people 
the simibrity of Greek ;~nd English 

legends 

OTH I=~ PI\ DTC ~n I"'\ I\ I 



That night I hardly .~lcpt :1t all. I had the trumpet 
on a chair by my hcd ;uHI throughout the night 
I kept picking it up, fondling it and gnin!i 
through th<.! motions of playing. What with one 
thing and anothc:r it wasn't until the 1H.:Xt day 
that I had a chance to blow it. 

To be quite frank I did not <lllticipatc anr 
difficul!r. :\ftcr a d:1y ;md night in contemplation 
of the tru.mpct I had acquired the can,·iction that, 

from the first. nothing but the most exquisite 
srmnd could possibly <:merge frorn an object so 
bt:autiful. :\II I h:1d to do tl';ls .~upply the air and 
the instntntcnt ,,.otdd play itscll~ I knew rln: 
rigln pose to strike l·rrlln the photog-raphs in j:11.z 
magazinL's-he:-~d tilted b:Kk. trumpet pointed 
skywards, lingers ,,.a,·ing sensuously o1·er the 
,·ah·es. 

I checked in the: sh;n·in~-minor to sec that I 
had just the ri~hr expression on my f:Jcc. ~111d then 
I blew. :\nthing" h:qlpt.:llt:cl. :-\nl a sound. Xc1·er 
mind. I thoug-ht. o!JI'iously I hadn't blown hard 
enough. I ktd another try. str:tining until the 
1·eim stond out on ltl!. forehead. This titllc there 
\1·as ~ noise: a n:ry. \Try .\mall hiss from the far 
end of the instrttlllt.:llt. like a distant train letting 
olf stc:nn. Sornc:thitlt!: was ob1·ious]y wrntur. ,. ' '' 
Could it he that the s:dl'.~lllan in London had 
pulled a fast one on rne atHI sold m<.: a dud 
instrument~ I anxiously {"(JilSUit<.:d the book or 
imrructions and. to m~· rclid. di.Km"l'rccl th<~t I 
was going- about thit1gs the wrong \\"ay. I h:1cl 
been blowing "as one would inOatc a balloon'". 
Instc;"Jd or this I should h:11·c been "'sharply \\'ith
dr;m·ing the tong-ue fro111 btr\\·ecn the lips as 
though spitting nut a frag·nu.:llt nf tohKco'". After 
one or tim practice spits I tonk up the: trumpet 
again. drc\\" in a rerrilic brelth and spat \"iciomly 
inw the n1outhpiecc. 

I should like 10 lH.: able to sar th:lt I had blown 
the first llnte or my cm.:cr. But th;H lrntddn't be 
strictly iH"Cllrate beclltsc, in th;ll first explosiotl, 
at lea~t ~ixtl'Cll separ:uc notes Jllust h;n·c hurst 
simult:uJCCHisly from the. bell of the trumpet. 
\\'hen the crliocs of th:tl ftrst llid<.:otlS noise had 
clil·cl. I sat still for a monH.'IIt trying to readjust 
my mind to the realities of the situ:Hion. Then. 
turning to page I of the book, I settled down to 

lem1 the bard way. 
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62 The final attc111pt of the author to blow his 
trumpet produced ;1 sound which was 
A harsh. 
8 shrill. 
C feeble. 
D clear. 

E m r~nous. 

63 The 1nitcr's expc1·iencc as a trumpeter must 
hare been limited because he 
A h;td only just bouo;;ht the trumpet. 
8 1\":tS keen tn practise pbying. 
C had bou::;ht a f:ttdty instrument. 
D 11·as n:ry excited about the instrument. 
E thou:-\"ht he had only to blow into the 

mouthpiece. 

64 In the last paragraph the 'niter suggests 
that he 
A 11·ould find the trumpet too difficult to 

play. 
8 II'Ou!d not continue to practise. 
C \\";ts dimuycd ac his efforts. 
D would get ::~not her trumpet. 
E \\·ould make rapid progress. 

65 This passage lm been \frincn mainly to 
A arouse symp::~thy. 
B <l!lll\SC. 

C persuade. 
D inform. 
E arouse admiration. 

66 This <.::-.:tract is probably taken from a book 
which describes 
A ho\\" to bccnn1e a good trumpeter. 
8 hoi\" ro select a suitable musical mstru

mcnt. 
C \1·hy the author did not learn to play the 

trumpet. 
D ho\1" the author became a trumpeter. 
E IHl\\" the author purch:tscd a trumpet. 

GO ON TO NEXT PAGE 



The first popular idea ;tbou! Afric1 is also the 
lirst major misconccp' ;'Hl. The llf>l ion of Africt 
as the "Dark Continent" is a parochial Europcatt 
idea. which gained curn:llC}' because Africa w:ts 
the last of the continents to be OJli..'IIL'd up 10 thc 
outsidc world, anJ bcc;Hisc it wa.~ the last 10 

experience that full impact of European pcop!c. 
idc:1s, and techniques which v;;L~ so marked a 
feature of world history from the sixu:cmh 
century till the early t1n:11ticth. 

. -\t the beginning of this period ol· history. 
howe·cr, Africa was far from the rnost IJ;Kkw:Jrd 
of the continents. The Australians, for example, 
;n.:rc still living as hunter-gatherers, :t11d 1\·crc 

using stone tools comparable with the :\fiddle 
Stone Age culture abandoned by most European 
and African peoples from three to six thousand 
years before this. Again, the more ad\·anced of the 
sixter:nth-cenwry American Indians were 0."cw 
Stone Age farmers, using polished ·stone tools. 
:\ n:ry few of them \\'ere just beginning to learn 
the use of metals. But many more 1\Crc still 
:\fiddle Stone Age hunter-gatherer.~. 

~fost of the Africans of the same period, on the 
other hand, were fanners equipped with tools of 
iron. Throughout the northern part ol' the con
tinent most of them belonged to the urbanized 
ci1·i!ization of Is];Jm. E,·cn in the southem half 
of the continent, most of the .-\frican peoples 
were organized into comlllUllltJO powerful 
enough to deter inYaders and migTants until late 
in the nineteenth century. 

True, much of Africa \1·as unhe;dth~- and in
accessible, but not more so th;:~n so!l1c South 
.-\merican countries. The real rc;1son '11·hy the 
Europeam did not 0'0 inl:111d and sci1c the ll"old-

" n 
mines of \Vest Africa. for e~:nnple. 'll'as th:1t the 
Africans there were already \1·ell cn:H1~h or
ganized to exploit the mines thl'llL~ciH'-' :u1d to 
keep the ow~rland track in their 0\1'11 h;nHk It 
'll':1s brgely the progn:ss already Jnadc l1y the 
:\rric;Jns in earlicr centuries that en:1blcd the111 to 
resist the modern age for so long. 
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67 Arcording to the <JUthor, 'll'hat is the mo.~t commn11 
111 is1111clerst and i 111~ nl!ln:r n i 11g t\ f riG I? 
A ,\/uch of Afric1 \\·:1s unhr.::~lthr and inacccs'iibk. 
8 It wa.'i the most back'll'ard of ;til the contincltt~. 
C .\lost of its people '';crr.: hu11ter-gathcrers. 
D It was the la.'it or thc rontillCIItS to b(: explored. 
E The m;Jjority or .-\fricaiiS Kl'l'C :\'c\1' StOlle .-\:.;:c 

[;Jnners. 

68 \Vhat g·.I\'L' support to the idea of Africa as the "Oark 
Continent"? 
A Its pcnples \ITre ncarly :til tbrk-skinncd . 
8 Tt \l'aS the lll!lSI l;:trk\Ltrd or the ('(JIJtinent~. 
C :\fric:tllS Ch111g tO jll'illlitil·e llll.'thods of Jlllnting; 

:1nci fanning-. 
D ~lurh of it ,,-a, con.:recl ,,·it! I de11'e ju11glc. 
E It \\'as the last co11tincnt to be lully explored. 

69 \\'h:1t w:1s the major factor which enabled the 
Africans to resist Etirnpcan i1n·:1sinn l'or so long-; 
A ~fuch of Africa tl'as disease-ridden ;111d ln-

arcessiblc. 
8 The people were lw~tile to migr:1nts. 
C The Afrions alrc;Hl\' had ;Jd\';IIICCd cultures. 
D The name "D;trk 'colllincnt" di.~cour;tgccl tn

truclers. 
E Few Europc;:~ns were interested in .-\rric:1. 

70 The g-old-mines of \\'est .-\frir:1 were not exploited 
by the c;:~rly Europeam because 
A the <~rea w:~s unhealthv and inacre~siblc. 
8 the\' \\'CIT nearly wm'kcd out b,· the late lllllC· 

tect\th cenrurv. ' 
C the .-\fricllls h:1d dc1-clopcd the mi11cs rhemseh·c~. 
D their ;H'tiritics were cnnl'1ned to :\nrth .-\fric:L 
E o1·erland routes h:1d not been dc,·clopcd. 

71 At the beginning of the sixtce1tth Cl'llttlry who \\'CJC 

the least ;ld'l':lllCl'cJ of the jll'OJJJes llll'tllinlted:-
A the .-\ustr:1lians 
B the .-\fricans 
C the .-\llleric:lll Jndia11S 
D the Islamic peoples of :\ortl1 Africa 
E the peoples of South .-\111crica 

72 The main purpose of thc ;ulthor i11 this pa~sa~e i~ to 
A cxplain why the Eurnpe:tiiS did not 111\".tdc .\ft ica 

sooner. 
B describe the state of cil·iliz;ninn or the C:lr!y 

.-\frictll.~. 
C compare the Jc\·cls of dc\·elnprnclll of the clirfcrcnt 

continents. 
0 expose the mistaken idea th:H .-\frica was a 

b:Jcb,·;:~nl continent. 
E clc.~cribe the conditions in which the Afric:111'i 

used to live. 



The wonders of this journey to Nairobi h:JYC 
been described many tirnes, the tens of thotL~ands 
of anilllals to be .~een from the train, the sense of 
tra\·clling through .~ome tremendous park full of 
r:une beasts, almost as if one had journefl.'d 
through the Garden of Eden before the fall. It 
would be tedious. therefore, to rcpl.'at all this ;llld 

to dwell upon the great shining herds of zebra 
;md \\·ildcbeestc, the close-packccl, gracefully
horned gazelle il'ith tails ;dH·ays a-wag, the 
p:-ttclnrork giraffe archit1g their necks to nibble 
a trec.cop. the rl.'d lyre-lwrned irnpab, the cml·· 
likc: eland \1·irh their de,,·bps s;,·;tying. the lithe 
hunting cheetahs and ungainly hyen:1s and siiYcr
backed jacbls. 

I ;earchcd ,,·ith hopeful eyes for a lion. or en:n 
a pride of lions .~loping orr into a thick-hushed 
gully. or .~unning thcmsch·es on a cluster of rocks. 
It ;ras ah,·an an cH·nt if one sa,,· a lion. a sma!l 
trittmph scored. It was not a rare cYcnt, but on 
this occasion lions clwk ... ; us. \Vc \\·ere lucky 
enough to S{'C', howc\'Cr. a ('rocr'>si'Jn of three 
rhinos. a-father and mother and i:a~~. ,_\I'll child, 
\1·a!kin~ in single file. their inse-ct-like he:~ds 

"·cighed dmm by their long cun·cd homs, like :t 
prehistoric frieze. \\'hen the leader heard the 
tr;Jin he halted and s\\'ung :~ lowered head 
around to f:~cc it. p:~wing- with one big foot on 
the ground. searching for something on ll'hich to 
\'ent his irritation. Rhinos had been kno•rn to 
ch;Jrge the: train it.~e!f in sheer outraged fury, 
and f pr:J~'{'d this l'ami!y party ii'Otdd not decide 
to do so, for they could otlly stttb their no~es and 
~ct rhemsch{'s ~hot. ·nc\· did not realize th:n all 
. their he:~\·y armour. ,,.i1ich for centuries. had 
protected them frnm c;·cry hazard :\frica could 
offer. had become a mere encumbrance in their 
l:m and hnpcle.~s baule against a .lj;erirs infinitely 
more ruthless, ferociou~. and dcn:r than their 
own. 
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73 The :lllthor reports that on th.is occasion she 
saw 
A no sign of lions. 
8 lions sunning thcmseh·cs on rocks. 
C lions sloping off into the bushes. 
D a procession of lions. 
E a pride of lions. 

74 The rhinos appeared to think that they 
could protect thcmseh-es with their 
A long cmTec\ horns. 
8 outraged fury. 
C hea,·y armour. 
D fierce cunning. 
E sheer weight Jnd size. 

75 'Vh:~t is the author describing? 
A a journcr through the former Garden of 

Eden 
8 a train trip through a park of tame beasts 
C :~ hunting expedition 
D the countryside surrounding :--\airobi 
E animal life nc:~r :'\airobi 

76 \.Vhu docs the tmrd .>j;ecies at the end of the 
piissage refer to? 
A lions 
8 rhinos 
C man 
D any fierce species 
E The passage gi,·cs no clue. 

77 This passage is prob:~bly taken from 
A n geography textbook. 
8 :~n encyclopedia . 
C a tra\'cl guide. 
D a book of tra\'el. 
E a hunter's guidebook. 

GO ON TO NEXT PAGE 



Ignatius Donnelly, a J\linncsota reformer of 
dubious reputation, has wriucn a book in which 
he argues that Atlamis was a huge COiltinent 
located in the middle of the Atbntic Ocean, orer 
13,flfl0 years ago. It was here. claims Donnc!!y. 
that man developed from barbarism to a ciYilin·cl 
state. In fact, the Atlantans arc supposed to ha\"C 
boasted a \'critable paradise of superior culture. 
<tdvanced scientific knowledge. and their own 
disdncti\'e religion. The people of :\tlanti.~ are 
said to ha\'e spre;:td their culture by ill\·adin~ :llld 
colonizing the Americas, Europe. and pans of 
Asia. The leaders and heroes of :\tla11tis Uer:11ne 
the gods and goddesses of many ancient rcligin1ts. 

Unfortunately, as the story goes, a trclllenclnus 
earthquake occurrecl and the whole continent 
was submerged in a single day and night, benc:nh 
the Atlantic Ocean, many years before the first 
recoinized ci\'ilizations of the 1'\iie and ~fc.m· 
potamian \'alleys. This catastrophe is supported 
and illustrated b}" such Aood ~tories as tlt;lt of 
Noah and the Ark. 

To strengthen his case Donnell}" has collected 
a \'ast number of CJUestionable facts about simi
larities obsen•ed between ci\"ilizations as far ap:trt 
as ancient Egypt and South .-\merica. For in· 
stance, in both places we find a knO\I·Icdge of 
embalming, the use of a calendar of %:) day.~. 

and the builcling of pyramids. The only ;ray 
the:.e ~imilarities can be explained, according to 

Donnelly, is to assume the existence of an earlier 
culture, situated between the two are;ts. Such 
doubtful reasrmi 1g has prompted one critic to 
write that felr JA~ople ha,·e excelled Donnell)· 
in arguing •·from ,· ,:\Oiehill of fact to :t 1\lOU\ltain 

of sunni:;e". 
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Donndly believes that the inhabitants of 
.-\tlantis 

A 
B 

were g·ods and goddesses. 
ii"L'I"e barb:tria11 im·aders. 

C were mostly leaders ;tnd heroes. 
D became highly ci,·ilizcd. 
E probably did not exist. 
Donnell\· ar\:!:ucs f"or thL' existcltCc of :\tbnris 

' " 
on the g-rOllltds that 
A the people of .-\tbntis spre;Hl thcircultun.:: 

through colonization. 
B thL' :\'ilc and ).fcsopotami:-~n ,·:1llcys h:1d 

simil:lr cirili1atio11S. 
C m;1ny aspects ni" ci,·iliz;uinlt originated 

in .-\tbnti~. 

D a tremendou.~ e:tnhfju:tkc destro)"Cd the 
earlr ci,·iliz;-ttion. 

E 111·o distant cuhtlres show distinct simi-
larities. 

\\'hat docs th{' author or the pa~sag-c think 
of Donnelly's theon·; 

A He i.~ rcry impr6sccl with it. 
8 He thinks it explain~ .~imibrities between 

ci \"i I iz:1 1 ions. 
C He reject.~ it outright ;-~s ridiculous. 
D He tries not to shm1· t1·hat he thinks. 
E He doubts ,\·hethcr the sror:· is true. 
Fmlll your rcadi11g of this p:1~'ag-e wlur 
would you sa:· about Dnnnclh·~ 
A He \\";L'i prnbo1bly Cllltinus and hnneq. 
B He b:tscd hi'i arg·u111c111 011 !O<l fc11· Ltcr~ 
C He !klibL'LIIcl:· 11 icd to mi.;lc;id hi~ 

rc:tdcrs. 
D He wanted 111a11 tn return to :1 prilllHii·e 

State oJ" 1\;-t!UrC. 
E He lnng-cd to li\'l' in .-\tbnti'i. 
J-lo\1· minllf it be [)O'i'iiblc to shrm· 1dtcthcr ,, 
Donnelly's theory \\"L't"<.: true or false~ 
A by <'01npari11:; E~YJlli;ut ci,·i]iz:Hion tl"itll 

that of :\tbntis 

8 
c 

by studying Donnell(~ life in detail 
bv eX[}lOJ"ill<T the bed or the Atlantic ' ,, 
Oce:tn 

D by rc;tdin~ rite m;~nu~cripts written by 
the people of .-\tlantis 

E by ex:tllliniltg ancient South .. \meric;m 
culture 

PART 
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Comprehension Sub-Test of the PAT (B) 

PART~ 

6 ~ 
Most fish, as we know, cannot live without water. 
Indeed we often speak of people who arc out 
of their natural element as being like "fish out 
of water". If a fish is brought out of its natural 
element it gasps for a time and then dies becau~,_, 
as soon as its gills cease to be wet, it cannot 
breathe. But there is one strange fish which often 
leaves the water, travels inlanU, and actually 
climbs trees. It is ca!lec! the climbing perch and 
lives in Burma and India. 

The fish always has a goqd reason for leaving its 
watery home. It never thinks of roaming unless it 
fears that there is a drought at hand. Since it docs 
not want to be stranded, it sets out to look for <t. 

deeper pool or river. It has spiny fins which help 
it to "walk" over the land in search of a new home. 

To .. keep it alive, it has at each side of its head 
a kind of store-cupboard where it can hoard up 
supplies of water. This keeps its gills moist, and 
gives it a chance to breathe until it has reached 
the safety of another pool. 

Perhaps the perch may be a long time in find
ing a new pool. If this happens the wise little fish 
knows that there is water to be found in the hol
low of a tree. It keeps this as a last hope and, if 
its store of water is nearly at an end, it begins to 

climb a tree. It clings to the bark with its gill
covers and uses its spiny fins to help it to climb. 
The journey is very slow, but at last the perch 
reaches its goal, and is rewarded by finding the 
precious water which means new life to it. 
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36 When does the climbing perch leave the 
water? 
A when it is hungry 
8 when it cannot breathe properly 
C when it wants to climb a tree 
D when the water is drying up 
E when it is tired of its present home 

37 How does the climbing perch move about on 
land? 
A It slithers on its stom:tch. 
B It uses its llns as legs. 
C It jumps from pool to pool. 
D lt clings to the ground with its gill-covers. 
E The author docs not tell us. 

38 How does the climbing perch stay alive out 
of water? 
A It climbs trees to look for water. 
8 It breathes more like lwmJ.ns. 
C It stores water to wet its gills. 
D It always keeps close to water. 
E It carries WJ.ter in its mouth. 

39 The climbing perch is more likely than most 
fish to 
A stay alive in dry weather. 
8 be eaten by its enemies. 
C live in running water. 
D be difficult to catch. 
E be a very clumsy swimmer. 

40 'What is the most suitable name for this 
story? 
A "How J. Fish Climbs a Tree·· 
8 "The Life of the Climbing Perch" 
C "How Fish Stay Alive on L:111d" 
D "A Strange Fish" 
E "Why Fish N ecd \V atcr" 

P~RT .. 
OTHER PARTS GO ON 



PART 
7 

A Chinese proverb tells us that a picture is worth 
'ten thousand words. Have you ever wondered 
how the illustrations of a book arc made? 

The earliest books were written on parchment, 
the scribe using a feather or qui!! pen. These 
excellent craftsmen took great pride in their work. 
They felt that a page of writing. however bcauti
fu!ly done, required some decoration and they 
made their pages more aur;J.cti\'e by adding 
nourishes with their pens in suit:Jb!e places. These 
decorations were often pictorial, representing 
people, birds. ani111als, and foliage. Such additions 
m:-~dc the book so much more inter~sting that they 
took still greater pains with the illusrr;nions. and a 
fayouritc pncticc \,·as to draw the capital letters 
n:ry large ;"~!ld to paint beautiful pictures inside 
them. They used brilli;1nt colours, mostly red, 
blue. green, and gold. which they polished to a 
high gloss. So thorough were they that some of 
their ,,·ot"k. has lasted till now, and is ;15 attracti\·e 
:1s it was hundreds of years ago. 

;\"none knm1·s exactly when the lirst prints were 
made but. long bdnrc Caxton introduced printing 
itno England in 14i4, wood-blocks had been in 
use. Ha\·c you cn~r made a linocut? The idea of 
the ,,·ood-block is jmt the same. except that the 
wood takes the place of the linoleum .. -\sketch is 
made on the face uf the block. and the parts tore
main t\·hite are cut :l\1":1)' with J knife so thnt the 
bttck p:-trts ;1rc ldt standing in relief. The block is 
in keel by painting. cbbbing. or rolling with a stiff 
black ink, and a print is 11l:tdc by prcssin~ paper 
arrainst it. 

0 

A.ftcr the int·cntion nf printing. the wocd-block 
continued w be used for hundreds of years :llH\. 

except th:n no\\":Jdars llH'tal h;1s rcpi:Jccd tmod, 
the same principle is used today for the illustra
tion of most books. 
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41 In many of the early books, capital letters 
were made to stand out mainly to 
A indicate clearly the beginnings of sent-

ences. 
B show that the writer was also an artist. 
C increase the nlue of the books. 
D make the books more attractiYe. 
E illustrate the story by means of the 

pictures inside them. 

42 Over the past 500 years the most common 
method of illustrating books has been by 
means of the 
A wood-block. 
8 linocut. 
C C]Uill pen. 
D mct::d-block. 
E paint "brush. 

43 \\'hat is the main purpose of the third 
paragr:~ph? 

A to describe how linocuts are made 
B to explain how \\"Ood-b!ocks are made 
C to tell when the first prints were made 
D to say how long wood-blocks have been 

used 
E to explain how to illustrate a printed 

book 

44 The ;~uthor suggests that the early scribes 
Kerc 
A foolish, because they took such pains oYer 

their work. 
B to be admired, because they took a pride 

in their ,1·ork. 
C c]e\"cr, because they im·cntecl such angi

nal \\':I)'S of making pictures. 
D unwise. because they paid more attention 

to the illustrations than to the writing. 
E nry famous, because many people read 

their works. 

45 What is this story mainly about? 
A the disco\'cry of printing 
8 the dc.'tJilcd illustration of c;~pital letters 
C how to make a printer's wood-block 
D the importance of beautiful pictures 
E the illustration of books 



He knew enough about bears to realize the 
danger. 

Instantly he weighed the odds-the fact that 
Kodiaks were often short-sighted; the fact that 
he and. Eric were down-wind; the fact ·that his 

rifle was not powerful enough to be effective: the 
difficult ground; the noise of the- sea. Then he 

grabbed Eric. He didn't speak. He raised a finger 
to his lips and pointed to the shore, and they 
backed, slowly and soundlessly,· away from the 
sand-hill. 

The bear couldn't see them. But he knew they 
were escaping. He padded after them, his nose 
lifting this way and that like a radar scanner -
searching for its target. Jim and Eric worked their 
way down to the shore, to where the roar of the 
lVaYes muffled the sound of their steps and the off
shore wind swirled their scent out tO sea. Here, on 
the edge of the water, they waited. 

A moment later the Kodiak topped the bank. 
He was angry and thwarted: baulkcd for the 
moment of his intended meal. He padded up and 
down. His partly-blind eyes stared at them sight
lessly. His nostrils Aared angrily r~s l~e searched for 
their scent. Twice he came lurching down to the 
water's edge-once within thirty yards of them. 
But he could neither hear them nor scent them 
nor see them. And at last he ga\"c up. With an 
angry disappointed growl he luo;-ched ;~w;~y in the 
direction of the forest. 
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46 When he had considered their situation, Jim 
decided that 
A they should retreat. 
B the rifle was useless. 
C the Uear might smell them. 
D Kodiaks v.:erc short-.~ighted. 
E they should run for their li\"es. 

47 The main n:aSOil the bear could not smell 
the boys was because 
A his sense of smell was too weak. 
B he was too far :n\·ay. 
C the wi1Hl i\";Js blowing- the wrong- w;~y. 

D the smell of the fore.~t ;\·as too strong. 
E the bank i\·as bct\\"l'l'll thc boys and thL' 

bear. 

48 \Vhich word best dcsnibcs Jim~ 
A on:r-anx1nus 
B c;~lm 

C bra\·c 
D coni"mcd 
E cowardly 

49 \\'hat proh;t\Jl}" happened immediately 
after this~ 

A The boys rnon:d towards the forest. 
B The bop cncfulty .~talked the hear. 
C The bear ch:-~scd the boys into the watl'r. 
D The bl'ar returned to the bt:!Ch. 
E The boys mo\'l'd :>tcalthily ;~long the 

shore. 

50 \Vhich title best surns up thi'i p:-~;s;1g-e: 

A ".-\ Killer Kodiak fic;Jr'' 
B "Trapped by a Bear" 
C "The .-\drenturc~ of Jim and Eric'' 
D ".-\n Escape from a Ikar" 

E "Attacked on the Beach" 

PA
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PART~ 

8 ~ 
Until 1945 Ruapehu was known as a dormant, 
sleeping volcano. In its crater, which is not very 
deep Compared with the size of the mountain, 
there used to be a warm lake. The fact that there 
was enough heat left in the old volcano to keep 
the lake warm showed that it was not extinct. 
Ruapehu had never been known to have an erup
tion, so everyone was surprised when it started 
smoking and sending up big clouds of ash and hot 
gas. 

People climbed the mountain, or went up in 
aeroplanes to see what was happening. They saw 
that an island of lava, or molten rock, had been 
pushed up in the middle of the lake. The lake 
water had cooled the lava, making the outside 
solid. But masses of steam, smoke, and ash were 
pouring out of cracks in the crust of this strange 
islal}d. and occasionally pieces of rock, thrown 
into the air by an explosion, splashed down into 
the lake. Bystanders were in danger of being hit 
by these burning-hot stones. 

The island steadily grew bigger. In a few months 
the lake had disappeared, and the island was an 
island po more. but a circular mass of hot rock 
filling the hollow in the crater. From cracks or 
vents in this crust of rock. big gushers of steam 
and ash poured out all the time, and every few 
minutes stones and heavier ash were blown as high 
as the rim of the crater from an exploding vent. 
Less often there was a sudden explosion sounding 
like a big gun. Ash, blown up by the hot gases into 
cauliflower-shaped clouds, rose to 2,000 metres 
above the mountain. and big boulders were 
thrown right out on to the ice and snow of the 
mountain-side, where they melted holes and sank 
In. 
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51 How was it known that Ruapehu was not 
extinct, even before 1945? 
A It sent up clouds of smoke. 
B The crater was not very deep compared 

with the size of the volcano. 
C It still had a crater. 
D The crater lake was warm. 
E There were cracks around the edge of 

the crater. 

52 Why were observers on the mountain m 
danger? 
A Lava was being pushed up in the middle 

of the lake. 
B Stones were being thrown up by explo

sions. 
C Clouds of ash and hot gas billowed into 

the sky. 
D Boiling water was splashing out of the 

lake. 
E Steam, smoke, and ash were pounng 

out of vents. 

53 The lake was finally replaced by 
A an island. 
B boulders and ash. 
C a mass of boiling mud. 
D hot gases and cinders. 
E a crust of hot rock. 

54 The boulders, flung into the air by the vol
cano, struck the mountain-side and 
A shattered into a thousand pieces. 
B injured the bystanders. 
C sank into the snow, 
D rolled down the slope. 
E exploded with a roar like a big gun. 

55 Where would you be m.ost likely to find 
this passage? 
A in a history textbook 
B in an atlas of New Zealand 
C in a novel 
D in a geography book 
E in a mountaineers' guidebook 

56 Which one of these titles best sums up the 
main idea of this passage? 
A "'The Mountain Comes to Life" 
8 "Danger at the Mountain-Top" 
C "An Adventure on Mount Ruapehu" 
D "The Sleeping Volcano" 
E ''A Disastrous Eruption" 



At various times of the year, colonies of seals can 
be seen on many of the rocky western coasts of the 
South Island. These colonies are but a remnant of 
the vast communities which formerly inhabited 
these areas, for during the last century, scab were 
ruthlessly hunted for their oil and skins. 

Ships would arrive from America, England or 
Australia and parties of men would be landed at 
likely spots along the coast. Each man carried a 
club and a long knife. When seals were sighted 
on shore, the attackers crept up until they formed 
a line between the animals and the water. On 
being disturbed, the seals, in rushing to safety 
towards the sea, were violently clubbed by the· 
scalers. The killing was indiscriminate: both males 
and females were taken, and the seal pups-whose 
skins were of little value -were left to survive as 
best they could. 

It often happened that more sea1s were killed 
than the men could handle before the skins began 
to spoil and the flesh to rot. Moreover, numbers 
of skins were hastily collected and many were not 
properly preserved for the long trip back ro Eng· 
land. One ship, the "Pegasus", arrived with a huge 
load of 100,000 pelts, only to find that they bad 
become so rotten during the trip that they could 
only be dug out as manure. 

With vast profits to be made, companies cared 
little about conservation. They knew that the next 
sealing party after theirs would be sure to kill any 
animals left alive. Consequently, within a short 
time, the trade had almost died out. Areas such 
as Cook Strait, which had formerly supported 
seals in immense numbers, became completely 
empty. 

Eventually, seals were absolutely protected by 
law. Nevertheless, it is only now, over 150 years 
after sealing began in New Zealand waters, that 
seals are beginning to return to their former 
haunts in any numbers. 
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57 How were the seals attacked? 
A They were surrounded. 
B They were surprised from behind. 
C They were stabbed with a knife. 
D They were cut off from the sea. 
E They were captured alive. 

58 Why were young seals not killed? 
A Their skins would bring little money. 
B To preserve the seal population. 
C They were more difficu It to catch. 
D Their blubber contained insufficient oil. 
E They were protected by law. 

59 The companies that employed the scalers 
were mainly interested in 
A protecting the young seals. 
8 making as much money as possible. 
C prolonging their trade as long as possible. 
D ensuring that the skins were properly 

preserved. 
E wiping out the seal population. 

60 The writer's main point in the first para
graph is that 
A there are a large number of seals in the 

South Isla1~d. 

B seal oil and skins arc very valuable. 
C there arc far fewer seals than there used 

to be. 
D several times a year seals come ashore. 
E seals arc_ found only in the South Island. 

61 The writer gives the example of the "Pega
sus" to 

A illustrate the huge capacity of sailing· 
ships. 

8 show that even rotten skins were \'aluablc. 
C indicate that the men were slow in 

handling the pelts. 
D stress the length of time taken by a ship 

to get home. 
E emphasi2e the wastage that occurred. 

P~RT ... 
OTHER PARTS GO ON 



The last man to try to fly without balloon or 
aeroplane was probably a. German, Ludwig 
Berblinger. He was a tailor, almost unknown until 
one day he suddenly announced that he would 
jump off the cathedral tower and fly over the 
town. 

Naturally everybody became intensely inter
ested, and e\·en King Frederick announced that 
he intended to be presenl. The day fixed for the 
great e\"ent Kas 28th January, 1829. Up till the 
last moment Berblinger was full of confidence in 
the strange flying suit he had made, but when 
e\·crything was ready he suddenly lost hean and 
wanted to gi \"e up. 

The King was furious. He had come to sec a 
man fly, and fly he must. So the poor tailor was 
forced to cion his suit, but he did not like the \'iew 
of the roofs from the top of the cathedral tower. 
Eventually he agreed to commence his flight from 
the top of a high wall o\·erlooking the Danube. In 
making this choice we must admit that he used his 
discretion, for i\'hen he jumped off the wall the 
spectators sa;\· him fall ,.,.·ith a splash into the 
ri\·cr! :\mid a storm of laughter, he was hauled 
out. Next day he tried again, with the same 
result. After that we hear of him no more. 
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62 The townspeople were interested 111 Berb
Iinger's attempt to fly because 
A the King was going to attend. 
8 Berblinger was an unknown tailor. 
C he w.as the last man to try to fly like a 

bird. 
D they had never seen a man fly before. 
E he was one of their countrymen. 

63 Why did Berblinger dislike the view of the 
roofs from the cathedral tower? 
A The· roofs would block his flight. 
8 The ri \"er view was more pleasant. 
C The roofs were very steep. 
D i\fore people could watch him at the 

nver. 
E He thought he might injure himself on 

them. 

64 Why did Berblinger finally choose a high 
\rail by ?- riYer as a starting point for his 
attempt? 
A It ·was just the right height to start from. 
8 i\fany people could view his flight. 
C He would not be injured should he fail. 
0 He wanted to amuse the crowd. 
E He wanted to show he could use his dis

cretion. 

65 Berblinger's second auempt was 
A effective. 
8 unsuccessful. 
C fatal. 
D triumphant. 
E abandoned. 

66 \Nhy did the crowd laugh at Berblinger? 
A They knew he could not swim. 
8 They thought he looked foolish. 
C He was trying to amuse them. 
D Berblinger was so confident of himself. 
E They applauded his di1cretion. 

67 What did the author think of Berblinger's 
decision to jump off the wall rather than the 
toi\·er? · 
A He thought it wise. 
8 He thought it hasty. 
C He thought it co,.,.•ardly. 
D He thought it foolish. 
E He gives no clue. 



Egyptian civilization was already ancient when 
the first Greek travellers came to Egypt and 
discovered, standing at the edge of the desert. the 
strange limestone beast which they called the 
Sphinx. This may have been a Greek 
interpretation of the Egyptian name for the 
monument. But nothing like the Sphinx had ever 
been seen in Greece. This gigantic figure 
crouching in the sand near the modern village of 
Gizeh has a lion's body measuring 80 metres long 
and 20 metres high, and a human face more than 3 
metres wide.' 

Ever since this hybrid creature was given its 
foreign name, the Great Sphinx at Gizeh has 
represented to strangers all that is mysterio.us and 
inscrutable about the civilization of ancient 
Egypt. Yet, despite the statue's remote origins, a 
r:ood deal about it has been learned or deduced. 
Egyptjans considered the Sphinx a representation 
of Harmakhis, their sun god. The human features 
are believed to be a portrait ofKhafre, the King of 
Egypt when the statue was carved. 

Nothing about the great Sphinx is more certain 
-or harder to comprehend-than its tremendous 
age. According to an ancient text, a young prince 
riding in the desert paused to rest in the shade of 
the Sphinx. As he slept, the Sphinx spoke to him, 
promising him the throne if he would n.:move the 
sand that had piled up around the statue. The 
prince, Thutmose IV, did clear the sand and the 
promise was fulfille.;i 34 centuries ago-and at 
that time the Sphinx was already I ,100 years old. 
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68 The author suggests that the probable origin 
of the name "Sphinx" is 
A a Greek word for '"lion-bodied". 
8 an Egyptian word for '"H-arn1akhis". 
C a Greek version of an Egyptian name. 
D an Egyptian word meaning "Khafre"'. 
E. a Greek word for "stone beast". 

69 \Vho was Egypt's ruler when the Sphinx was 

constructed? 
A Khafre 
8 Thutmose IV 
C Gizch 
D Hannakhis 
E \Vc cannot tell from the passage. 

70 According to the writer, what docs the 
Sphinx symbolize to foreigners? 
A the high quality of ancient Egyptian an 
8 the unknown -aspects of ancient Egypt 
C a source of Egypti;m inspiration 
D the representation of Hannakhis 
E a monument to sbvc labour 

71 Which one of these st:~tcmcnts about the 
Sphinx is false? 
A It is made of li!llestone. 
B It is on the edge of the desert. 
C It has a man's f:~ce. 
D It was built by a young prince. 
E It is thought to represent a g()(L 

72 The ,.,.Titer suggests that the most difficult 
thing to understand about the Sphinx 1s 
A its method of construction. 
8 the name of its builder. 
C its extreme age. 
D how it obtained its name. 
E the nature of its discovery. 

PART 
5 

OTHER PARTS GO ON 



Now Kino and Juana hauled the canoe down 
the beach, and when the bow flo~ted Juana 
climbed in, while Kino pushed the stern in and 
waded beside it until it floated iightly and 
trembled on the little breaking waves. Then in co
ordination Juana and Kino drove their double
bladed paddles into the water, and the canoe 
creased the surface and hissed with speed. The 
other pearlers had gone out long since. In a few 
moments Kino could see them clustered -in the 
haze, riding over the oyster-bed. 

Sunlight filtered down through the water to the 
bed where the frilly pearl-oysters lay fastened to 
the rubbly bottom, a bottom strewn with shells of 
broken oysters. This was the bed that had raised 
the King of Spain to be a great power in Europe in 
past years, had helped to pay for his conquests, 
and had decorated the churches for his soul's sal!e. 
Here were the grey oysters with ruffles like skins 
on the shells, the barnacle-crusted oysters with 
little tufts of weed clinging to the skirts and small 
crabs climbing over them. An accident could 
happen to these oysters. A grain of sand could lie 
in the folds of muscle and irritate the flesh until 
in self-protection the flesh coated the grain ,.,·irh 
a layer of smooth cement. But once started, the 
flesh continued to coat the foreign body until it 
fell free in some tidal flurry or until the oyster 
was destroyed. For centuries men had dived down 
and torn the oysters from their beds and ripped 
them open, looking for the coated grains of sand. 
Swarms of fish lived near the bed to live on the 
oysters thrown back by the searching men and to 
nibble at the shining inner shells. But the pearls 
were ;u:cidents, and the finding of one was luck, 
a little pat on the back by God or the gods-or 
both. 
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73 The oysters were camouflaged by 
A rubble. 
8 weed and barnacles. 
C sand. 
D grey ruffled skins. 
E broken shells. 

74 The main point the author makes in para
graph 2 is that pearls 
A are discovered by good fortune. 
8 are treasured by kings. 
C are accidents of Nature. 
D are extremely precious. 
E have been sought after for centuries. 

75 In using the words, had decorated the 
churches for his soul's sake, the author con
siders the King of Spain to ha\'e been a man 
who 
A went to church often. 
8 was interested in interior decorating. 
C liked to decorate churches. 
D pretended to be what he was not. 
E recently came to power in Europe. 

76 Why was the sea-bottom covered with broken 
shells? 
A The pearlers had been there. 
8 The fish ate the oysters. 
C There were fierce tidal currents. 
D There had been many accidents. 
E A \'iolent storm had ripped the oysters 

from the sea-bed. 

77 The foreign body t,e author refers to in the 
passage is 
A the King of Spain. 
B a pearl. 
C the folds of muscle. 
D smooth cement. 
E a grain of sand. 

GO ON TO NEXT PAGE 



Early in October, some twelve weeks after setting 
saii from Matavai Bay, two things were noted 
by officers and crew alike. The water over which 
they were sailing was now generally of a paler 
colour; and in addition to the sea·birds that had 
long been accompanying them, there were now 
land·birds too. The meaning was plain: land. even 
if not yet in sight, must lie not far beyond the 
horizon. And it ,,·as on 7th October, 1769, one 
year and six weeks since they had sailed out of 
Plymouth Sound, that young Nicholas at the 
mast-head sighted the east coast of New Zealand 
and descended, filled with pride, to receive his tot 
of ru:n when his report had been. confirmed: 
land, "bearing West by North", had been sighted 
just short of latitude 10" South. 

Captain Cook gave orders to stand in towards 
the bay to the south of the headland-but with 
care, for this was unknown territory. "The bay", 
he wrote in his Journal, "appeared to run pretty 
far inland, so we hauled our wind and stood in for 
it, but kept plying on and off." There was con· 
siderable excitement among his officers, for they 
y.rere confident that they were now near the east· 
ern coastline of the long·sought Southern Cantin· 
ent, which Tasman was believed to have partly 
located a century bdore. There is, however, no 
evidence in Cook's own Journal to suggest that he 
himself held this view. 
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78 Why did the crew believe that land was 
close, even before they sighted it? 
A They could tell from their charts and 

maps of the area. 
8 They estimated from the numbers of 

days they had been at sea. 
C There were changes in the water and 

the kinds of birds they saw. 
D They had Tasman's log to guide them. 
E They noticed a change in the type of 

weather they experienced. 

79 VVhen l<~.nd had been sighted Cook gave the 
order to 
A sail close to the headland. 
8 sail up the bay. 
C prepare to lower a boat. 
D make towards the bay. 
E sail up the eastern coastline. 

80 Cook's officers were excited because they 
believed that 
A they had reached civilization. 
8 they h:1d reached one of the islands of 

New Zeabnd. 
C they would now be able to renew their 

food supplies. 
0 they had now earned another tot or rum. 
E they had reached a new continem. 

81 The writer's purpose is to describe 
A the dangers of travelling unknown h'aters. 
8 Cook's rediscovery of New Zc:1!and. 
C the charJcter of Cook. 
D the land \,·hich Cook's ship had reached. 
E how sailing ships used to approach land. 

82 This passage shows Captain Cook to be 
A a stern man, strict with his crew. 
8 a happy·go·lucky captain, rather free with 

the rum. 

c 

D 
E 

a cautious person ·who did not jump to 
conclusions. 
very excited by the discovery. 
a tired man after the long \·oyage. 

PART 
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Appendix B : The Questionnaire 

School : -----------

Female • . Male· ' . -

Activity 

I. Had a lesson ( eg. piano, guittr, 
dancing). 

2. Practice of any sort ( eg. sport, dance. 
music) 

' Spent time listening to radio, records, J, 

tapes or CO's. 

4. Spent time reading a book. 

5. Spent time playing \vith friends or 
family . 

. 

6. Spent time 'vatching television. 

7. Spent time reading a comic book or 
comic. 

8. Spent time talking on the telephone. 

9. Spent timt! reading other materials 
(eg. newspaper, magazines etc.). 

10. Spent time doing household cllores or 
cleaning. 

II. Spent time eating. 

12. Spent time reading mail. 

13. Spent time writing. 

14. Spent time on another activity. 

Please soecifv 

Day: ________ _ 

' \ge. . _years months . 

~uonday Tuesday Wed Tflur~day Friday 

I 
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